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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper grew out of an attempt to survey the topic of vector-valued
approximation, Rather quickly we realized that this subject had been
considered in only a handful of papers, and that numerous questions
remained unresolved, Some we were able to answer to our satisfaction,
while others remain unanswered. We hope that this paper will further
stimulate work in this area.

Let X be a normed linear space and Ya subset of X. Numerous authors
mention four basic questions of qualitative approximation theory (see, e.g.,
Garkavi [9], de Boor [8], Light and Cheney [24]). These are the
questions of existence, characterization, uniqueness, and construction of
a best approximant to elements of X from Y. In this paper we concern our
selves with the questions of characterization and uniqueness. Our main
interest is in the uniqueness question. Existence will always hold since we
consider approximation from finite dimensional subspaces. Concerning
construction we have nothing to say, and in fact little seems to be known.

By vector-valued functions we mean

f(x) = (/1 (x), ..., .(,,,(x)), XED,

where D is some set and each .t;: D -> IR. In other words f: D -> IR"'. We
essentially look at two clases of simple mixed norms on such functions.
These are

(

11/ (' )".i'l)LP
IlfIIA1".'/I= i~l Llf;(x)i"dl'(x)
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and
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where p, q E [I ,x' ] (with the usual understanding if p = x and/or q = x).
We are more explicit and accurate in subsequent sections. These are special
cases of

II fill = II { 11.1; II s }7~ I III

and

Ilf11 8 = II Ilf(x)1111Is,

where II ·111 is any norm on IR'" and 11·11 s any norms on the "appropriate"
function spaces.

We look at II ·11 A( ['. "J and 11·11 B( ['. "I for each p, q E [1, x] and attempt to
answer the following question. Given a finite dimensional subspace U,
what are conditions on U such that to each f there exists a unique best
approximant from U? Towards this end we generally are forced to consider
the question of the characterization of best approximants. There are many
different cases depending on A and B, and whether p = I, 1< P <x,
P = x' and q = 1, 1 < q <x" q = ,x. Some of these are easily dealt with.
The remaining cases are dealt with in some detail. This is the reason for the
length of this paper. We also consider as special cases the problems of
Simultaneous Approximation and Tensor Product Approximation. By
Simultaneous Approximation we mean approximation from subspaces
where each of the approximating functions has the form

u(x) = (u(x), ... , u(x)),

i.e., U i (x) = u(x) for each i = I, ... , m. By Tensor Product Approximation we
mean approximation from subspaces which contain a basis of functions, all
of the whose components are identically zero except for one non-trivial
component.

In Section 2 we give a series of general results concerning characterizing
best approximations and uniqueness. These results are all known, but it is
well worth quickly reviewing them as they are relevent in our subsequent
analysis.

In Section 3 we present a quick review of some results on unicity spaces
in the C and L I norms, as these are the basic non-smooth, non-strictly
convex norms considered. Sections 4-12 represent Part A and are
concerned with the A(p, q)-norm. In Sections 1319 (Part B) we deal with
the B( p, q I-norm.
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As mentioned previously, we had originally intended to survey for our
selves the topic of vector-valued approximation, but were surprised by the
lack of results to the found. Two major exceptions to this are the papers
by Zuhovitsky and Stechkin [36] and by Kro6 [21] (see also the
references therein). The paper by Zuhovitsky and Stech kin essentially
covers the cases of the A(ec, q) and B(x, q)-norms, 1< q <x, Sections 7
and 16. This paper is fairly well known in the former Soviet Union, but less
so in the west. The paper by Kr06 deals with many of the results found in
Section 14 on the B( I, q I-norm, I < q <x. Some related and more specific
questions have been dealt with, for example, by Brannigan [3],
Garkavi [10], Kr06 [18], and Opfer [26]. Some corresponding results on
mixed-norm best approximation may be found in Cheney, McCabe, and
Phillips [6] and Watson [35].

2. GENERAL RESULTS

There are two basic approaches to characterization theorems in the
problem of best approximation from linear subspaees. The first of these is
based on functional analytic methods. The other is, in spirit at least, a
more classical approach and is based on a "generalized perturbation
technique." We quickly reviw these two approaches, starting with the
former.

Let X be a normed linear space with norm 11·11\. By X* we denote the
continuous dual of X with associated induced norm 11·11\ •. Let S(X*)
denote the unit ball in X*. We then have the following characterization of
best approximants from linear subspaces.

THEORE~ 2.1. Let U he a linear suhspace ()( X and f EX D. Then u* E U
is a hest approximant to f from. U it' and only it' there exists an hE X*
satisf.i'ing

(I) 111111.\.=1
(2) l1(u)=O, all UE U

(3) 11(/-u*)=llf-u*llx'

The proof of this theorem is simple and may be found, for example, in
Singer [33, p. 18] (see also Buck [4]). The more "difficult" part of the
proof is a simple application of the Hahn-Banach Theorem and was
known to Banach, see, e.g., [2, p, 57].

For specific examples, as we shall see, the difficulties encountered in
applying Theorem 2.1 are generally the identification of X*, and the
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possible hE X* which satisfy (1), (2), and (3). The latter problem is
considerably easier if, for example, X is smooth. That is, if to each .f EX,

I#- 0, there exists a unique hE X* satisfying 111111 yo = 1 and h(f) = 11.f11 x' In
this case the h of Theorem 2.1 is uniquely defined by (1) and (3), and as
such, is generally simpler to determine.

A strengthened form of Theorem 2.1 is available if U is of finite dimen
sion. Before stating this strengthened form, we recall that y is an extreme
point of a convex set B if ;..1' I + (1 -;.) .1'2 = .I' for some ;. E (0, 1) and
.1'1' .1'2 E B implies that .1'1 = .1'2 = y. This next result is due to Singer [33,
p. 170] and is a consequence of an elegant application of the Krein
Milman and Alaoglu Theorems.

THEOREM 2.2. Let X he a normed linear space over the reals, and V an
n-dimensional suhspace oj' X. Given IE X\,U, we have that u* is a hest
approximant to Ilrom U ij' and only ifIor some k, I :( k :( n + 1, there exist
;'i > 0, i = 1, ... , k, and hi' extreme points oj' 5(X*), i = 1, ..., k, such that

(a) L;~I;'ihi(u)=O,alluEU.

(bl h,(f-u*)= III-u*II.\, i= 1, ...,k.

If X is smooth, then this result adds no new information to Theorem 2.1
since the h/s are all then equal to the unique h satisfying (1) and (3) of
Theorem 2. 1.

The second general approach to characterization theorems is based
on the idea of directional derivatives for convex functions. The convex
function in this case is the norm. Given .I; g E X, we define

III+ tgll x - IIIII x
T +U; g) = lim

I .0'
(2.1 )

The functional T t exists for any f; g E X. This follows from the fact that the
quantity

III+ tgll x - IIIII x

is both non-decreasing and bounded below on (0, 00). The two-sided limit
in (2.1) need not exist. It exists for every .I; g E X, I#- 0, if and only if X is
smooth. In general T + U; g), I#- 0, is the supremum of h( g) as h ranges
over all norm one linear functionals in X* satisfying h(f) = IIIII x' see, e.g.,
Kothe [15, p. 349]. The two-sided limit, if it exists, is called the Gateaux
derivative of I in the direction g. As such, we refer to T + U; g) as the one-
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sided Gateaux derivative (of f in the direction g). We have, see, e.g.,
Pinkus [29, p. 3],

THEOREM 2.3. Let U he a linear suhspace of X andf E X\ D. Then u* E U
is a hest approximant to f from U if' and only if t + (f- u*, u) ~ 0 for all
u E [I.

As noted, this concept adds little for smooth spaces. Two classic
non-smooth spaces for which t + is well known are the following.

(a) Let D be a compact Hausdorff set and C( D) the space of
continuous real-valued functions defined on D with norm

II/II f = max I/(x)/.
XED

Then for f, g E C(D), f -# 0,

tJf; g)=max [g(x)sgn(f(x))],
\·E .4

where A = {x: 1/(x)1 = Ilfll f ).

(b) Let D be a set, 1: a a-field of subsets of D, and v a posItIve
measure on L. By L I (D, L, r) we mean the usual space of real-valued
v-measurable functions / defined on D for which IfI is v-integrable, and

Ilfll, = f 1/1 dv.
[)

For /E L I(D, L, v), we set

Z(f)= {x :/(x)=O}.

Zen is r-measurable. For f, gEL I (D, L, v), f -# 0, it follows that

t+(f, g)= f g(sgn/)dv+ f . Igi dl',
[) Zit)

where

{

I,

sgn(f(x))= 0,

~I,

f(x»O

f(x) = 0

/(x) < O.

Given a finite dimensional subspace U of X, is the best approximant to
f from U necessarily unique for all f E X? If U enjoys this property, we say
that U is a unicit)' space. As is both well known and very easily shown, if
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the normed linear space X is strictly convex, then U is a unicity space. In
general there is no other good criterion for determining when each I EX
has a unique best approximant from lJ. One theorem found in the
literature (see, e.g., Singer [33, p. 104 J, Holland and Sahney [12, p. 105 J)
IS:

THEOREM 2.4. Let U he a linear suh.lpace oj' X. To each clement oj' X
there exists at most Of/e hest approximant Irom U ij' and only if'there do not
exist II ' f~ E X alld hE X* satis/.i'ing

( 1) j'1 ~ f~ E U\\ { 0 }

(2) IIhllx-=1

(3) h( u) = 0, all U E U

(4) hUd = IIIIII y, hU~) = 11f~11 y.

It is our view that this theorem is essentially a tautology and provides
no insight into the problem of uniqueness. The proof of Theorem 2.4 comes
from a simple application of Theorem 2.1.

3. CHARACTERIZATION AND UNIQUENESS IN C AND L I

In this section we present a quick review of various facts needed in the
subsequent analysis. The material in (A) may be found in many of the
standard texts in approximation theory, see, e.g., Cheney [5J, Singer [33].
The material of (B) may be found in Pinkus [29].

(A) Let D be a compact Hausdorff set and C(D) the space of continuous
real-valued functions defined on D with norm

IIIII f = max If(x)l·
\- E J)

From Theorem 2.3 we have:

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let U he a linear suhspace ()j' C(D) and IE C(D)\O.
Then u* E U is a hest approximant to ffrom U if' and only if'

max u(x) sgn( U - u*)( x)) ~ 0
\" E A

(3.1 )

for all UE U, Il'here A = {x: IU -u*)(x)1 = Ilf-u*II,}.

Inequality (3.1) is generally referred to as Kolmogorov's criterion. If U
is finite dimensional, then as an application of Caratheodory's Theorem to
(3.1), or more directly as a consequence of Theorem 2.2, we obtain the
classic characterization theorem on C(D).
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THEOREM 3.2. Let U he an n-dimensional suhspace 01' C( D). Given
f E C( D), we have thaI u* is a hest approximant 10 f from U (I' and only il'
for some k, I ~k~n+ I, there exist points {XI};~I ~D, and real nllmhers
c,,,cO, i= I, ...,k, such that

0) L;~ICjll(Xj)=O,al/uEf}

(2) (sgnc j )((f-ll*)(x j ))=llf-u*llx, i=I, ... ,k.

The finite dimensional unicity spaces in C( D) were characterized by
Haar [11].

THEOREM 3.3. An n-dimensional sllhspace U 01' C(D) is a llnicity space il'
and only if no u E U\, {O} has more than n - I distinct ::eros on D.

Subspaces satisfying the above condition are called Haar spaces. One
often sees an equivalent definition of Haar spaces in terms of non-vanishing
of certain determinants. Haar spaces on intervals of IR are called Chehyshev
or T-,Iystems. The condition of being a Haar space is rather demanding.
For n> I, Haar spaces do not live on domains not homeomorphic to
subsets of 51 (the circle).

(B I Let D be a set, l~ a a-field of subsets of D, and v a positive a-finite
measure defined on I. Let L 1(D, \.) = L I (D, I, v) be as defined in Section 2.
From either Theorem 2.1 or 2.3 we have:

THEOREM 3.4. Let U he a linear sllhspace of L I (D, v) and f ELI (D, \').
Then u* is a hest approximant to ffrom U ({ and on~J' i{

If usgn(f-u*)dVI~r .. lujdv
f) "Z(f /4"'1

(3.2 )

fiJI' aff u E U.

(At times, as we shall see, it will actually be more convenient to work
with the characterization in Theorem 2.1 rather than (3.2 ).)

With regards to the question of unicity spaces in L I (D, v), there is a
fundamental difference depending on whether v has atoms or does not. We
only consider the case where \' is non-atomic. The following result for
D = [0, I] and Lebesgue measure is due to Krein [16]. This general form
was proved by Phelps [27], see also Moroney [25].

THEOREM 3.5. Let v he a non-atomic positive measure. No finite (limen
sional suhspace U ofL1(D, v) is a unicity space for L1(D, v).

In what follows, U is always assumed to be of finite dimension. If we
restrict ourselves only to the space of continuous functions, rather than all
L I functions with this same norm, then it may well be that there are unicity
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spaces. Towards this end, we let K denote a compact subset of [f;i1tl satisfying
K = int K, and Ii any non-atomic, positive finite measure on K with the
property that every real-valued f E C( K) is p-measurable, and such that if

11.1'1I1 := r If(x)1 dp(x) = °
./\

for f E C( K), then f = 0, i.e., II· III is truly a norm on C( K). For notational
ease we denote the set of such measures by .ct, and we let C I (K, p) denote
the linear space C( K) equipped with norm II ·111' C I (K, p) is a normed
linear space, but it is not complete.

That unicity spaces for C 1 (K, Ii) exist is well known from Jackson's
Theorem [14] from 1921, which says that for K = [0, 1] and dp = dx,
Lebesgue measure, the algebraic polynomials of any fixed degree are
unicity spaces in C 1 ([0, 1J, dx). Two characterizations of unicity spaces in
C I (K, Ii) are known. The first is due to Cheney and Wulbert [7J, the
second to Strauss [34].

THEOREM 3.6. U is a unicity .\pace for C 1 (K, p) il" and only (I" there does
not exist an hE L' (K, p) and a u* E L/, u* to 0, f(Jr which

(1) 1/(x)1 = 1, all XE K

(2) J/\ hu dp = 0, all u E U

(3) h lu*1 E C(K).

THEOREM 3.7. U is a unicity space for Ct (K, ~i) il" and only (I" the zero
fimction is not a hest L1(K, Ii)-approximant from U to any KE U*, KtoO,
Il'here

U* = {K: gE C(K), IKI = lui for some UE U}.

It has been noted that the various necessary and sufficient conditions
delineated for (} to be a unicity space are Ii dependent.· That is, U may be
a unicity space for C I (K, II) for some measure p, and not a unicity space
for other measures p. As such, it is natural to ask for necessary and
sufficient conditions on U implying that it is a unicity set for C 1 (K, p) for
all "nice" measures Ii. This problem has been considered in Kroo [19 J and
Pinkus [28].

We explain the results obtained. For each UE U, utoO, the (relatively)
open set K\Z(u) is the union of a possibly infinite, but necessarily
countable number of open disjoint connected subsets of K, i.e., K\Z(u) =

u;~ I AI' where the Ai are open, disjoint, and connected. For convenience
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we also introduce the following notation. [K\Z(u)] denotes the number of
open connected disjoint components of K\Z(u), and for each u E U,

U(u) = {v: r E U, v =°a.e. on Z(u)},

where the a.e. (almost everywhere) is with respect to Lebesgue measure.
We say that U satisfies Property A if to each u E U, u i' 0, with

K\Z(u) = U;~l A j , as above, and to each choice of F.jE {-I, I}, i= 1, ..., r,

there exists a VE U(u), vi'O, satisfying F.jV~O on Ai' i= 1, ... , r. We can
also state Property A in two other equivalent forms. Namely, U satisfies
Property A if to each g E U*, g i' 0, there exists a u E U, u i' 0, satisfying
u = °a.e. on Z( g) and ug ~ 0. Alternatively, U satisfies Property A if to
each UE U, ui'O, and hEL>(K) with

(I) Ih(x)1 = 1 all xEK

(2) h lui E C(K)

there exists a v E U, v f=. 0, satisfying Jw ~ 0.
The following result was proven with restrictions in Kroo [19] and

Pinkus [28], and in this form in Kroo [20]. Schmidt [32] later proved a
somewhat more general result.

THEOREM 3.8. U is a unicity space for C I (K, III for all /1 E.r.1 if and only
it" U sati.ljies Property A.

This result naturally raises the question of which subspaces satisfy
Property A. We know of two necessary conditions implied by Property A.
To explain one of these conditions, we say that U decomposes if there exist
non-trivial subspaces V and ~. of U such that U = VEB W, i.e., U = V + W
and Vn W=O, such that (K\Z(v»nIK\Z(w)=0 for all VE V and
WE W. In other words, there exist disjoint subsets Band C of K such that
every function in V vanishes identically off B, while every function of W
vanishes identically off C Two necessary conditions for U to satisfy
Property A were given in Pinkus and Wajnryb [30].

THEOREM 3.9. If U satisfies Property A, then

(1) [K\Z(u)] ~ dim U(u),for all u E U.

(2) If Z( U) = nUE (. Z( u), and [K\Z( U)] ~ 2, then U decomposes.

If K c [q, then based on these results a full characterization of those U
satisfying Property A may be given. From (2) of Theorem 3.9, it suffices
to state this result for K = [a, h] under the assumption that Z( U) n
(a, h) = 0. This next result was proved by Pinkus [28,29] and improved
by Li [22].
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THEOREM 3.10. Let U he a .finite-dimensional suhspace oj' C[a, h].
Assume Z( U) n (a, h) = 0. Then the f()lIowing arc equivalent.

( I) U satisfies Property A.

(2) [[a, h ]\Z( u)] :( dim U( u )I()r all u E U.

(3) U is a WT-system, and ij'uE U vanishes on [c, d], a<c<d<h,
then there exists a v E U such that v = u on [a, c], and v = 0 on [c, h].

(The subspace U is a WT (weak Chebyshev) system on [a, h] ifno liE U
has more than dim U - I sign changes on [a, h].) For K c [Rd, d ~ 2, such
a characterization is not yet known.

PART A

4. THE A(p, q)-NORM: GENERAL RESULTS

The next 8 sections contain uniqueness and characterization results with
regards to the A (p, q )-norm

(
m (. )"''') I if'

Il f I1 41 1'."I= j~l LIf;(x)I<'dv(x) , (4.11

where p, q E [1, IX.] (with the usual understanding if p =x. and/or q =X. ),
and generalizations thereof. The A (p, q)-norms are, in a sense, concep
tually simpler than the B( p, q )-norms. They can and sometimes should be
considered as spaces of real-valued, rather than vector-valued functions.
This is done by setting f = I on D j , for i = I, ..., m (where here each
D i = D, but we think of them as different). That is, f is a function defined
on U;'~l D i, where fln,=fi' The A(p,q)-norm of f is then a particular
mixed (p, q )-norm defined on f (The B( p, q )-norm might be thought of in
this way, but it is less useful.) Before dealing with specific (p, q), some
general remarks are in order.

Let f: 5 x T -> IR. Assume that for each fixed t E T, f( " t) is an element
of the normed linear space on 5 with norm

Ilf(·, t)II",

and 11.((" t)11 ", as a function of t, is an element of a normed linear space
on T. It is not necessarily true that the quantity

1IIIf(·,t)llslll (4.2)

is a norm. It is a norm if T is a lattice and 11·11 r is a monotone norm. That
is, if for any x, .I' in the normed linear space on T satisfying 0:( x( t) :( .1'( t)
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for all t, we necessarily have IIxl1 7~ 11.1'117' then (4.2) is a norm. Thus the
A(p,q)-norm of (4.1) (and the B(p,q)-norm as given in Section I) are
indeed norms. Because of the simple nature of the A(p, q )-norm, its dual
and the extreme points thereof are easily identified. In fact, let us assume
that we are given

f(x) = (fl (xl, ... ,.1:" (x)), XED,

normed linear spaces S;, with norms 11·11 s, on f, and a Banach lattice T
with norm II ·11 T over IR"'. Let A be the normed linear space with associated
norm Ii ·11 A given by

IIfll A = II { III II s,} ;',= III T'

Then it is easily seen that the dual space A* is given by

with norm

Ilhll A· = II {1111;11 s,·j;',= III TO

(where 11·11 s,. is the norm on St, and 11·11 TO the norm on T*), and

h(f) = L hJfJ
i= I

Thus for A(p, q) as above, we have

A*(p, q) = A(p', q')

(4.3 )

if I ~ p:S; x, I :s; q < x' (where lip + lip' = liq + liq' = I). The case q = x
is excluded because of the nature of (Lf

)". In the more general case of A
and A*, we have:

PROPOSITION 4.1. The element h = (hi' ..., h",) is af1 extreme point of
S( A*1 if and only if

(a) each hi is an extreme point of the hallllh;ll.s;S(S,*),

(b) {llh; Ild<''= I is an extreme point of S( T*).

Proof (=:» Assume h is an extreme point of S(A'*).

(a) If hi is not an extreme point of the ball Ilh,lls;S(Sn for some
i E {l, ..., m}, then there exist h ~ , h; E S~, h ~ =I- h; satisfying

k = 1, 2
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and

Set

ALLAN PINKUS

hk = (h~, ... , h;',), k= 1,2,

where h) = h; = h" j # i, and hJ , hJ are as above. It follows that hi # h2
,

h=(h l +h 2 )/2

and IlhIIlA,= Ilh 2 1IA'= I. Thus h is not an extreme point of S(A*).

(b) Assume {llh;II,'>;};'~1 is not an extreme point of S(T*). Set
c; = 1111; \I .'1','" i = t, ... , m. Then by assumption, there exist c I, c2

E S( T*),
e l #e 2

, such that

Set

kh
I k C;;
1,.=-,

C,
i=I, ...,m;k=I,2

if c>O If c=O then cl = _c 2 and we let hi ES* satisfy Ilhlll .,= Icll and, • I' I I I I I Si I

h; = -h~. Thus

i = t, ... , m; k = I, 2.

Since T is a Banach lattice on IRm with respect to the usual elementwise
order, it follows that T* has this same property. Thus

1?:lleklll*=lllcklllT*=II{llh11Is,'};'~IIIT*'

Therefore hkES(A*), k= I, 2. As is easily checked

and hI # h2
• Thus h is not an extreme point of S( T*).

(<=) Assume that (a) and (b) hold, and h is not an extreme point of
S(A*). Thus there exist hI, h2 ES(A*) hI #h 2

, such that

Without loss of generality, we may assume that llhll A' = llhlll A' =

IIh 2 11 A' = I. Set c; = Ilh,ll S,', and c1 = Ilh1I1,,>," i = I, ..., m, k = I, 2. Since

i= t, ..., m,
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we have
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i= I, ..., In.

From the definition of C;, c; and the respective norms, we also have

Set

L= {i: C,= (c~ +c;l/2}

and

M = Ii: C/ < (c: + (';)/2}.

From the definition of the c; and Cio it follows that if i EM, then C; 0 C7 > O.
For each i EM, let p;, 117 E [0, I] satisfy

For i E L, let /-l: = II; = I. Set

k (kk kk)
elI == tll C l' ... , J1 In em ~

Thus

k= 1,2.

C = (c), + c~l/2.

Since f* is a Banach lattice on IR'" with respect to the usual elementwise
order,

IIc~11 TO:S::; liCk II TO = I.

From (b), c is an extremal point of S( f* l. Therefore

1 2C=C"=C,,,

Thus for i E L, we necessarily have

C, = C,I = (.;.

If i EM, we have c:, c; > 0, and the above equality is only possible for all
possible p7, k = 1,2, if c, = O. That is, M c:;;. {i: C i = O}.

For IE L we have

hi = (h: + hn/2

and Ilh,ll s,= Ilh:ll s,= Ilh;ll s,' Thus from (al, h,=I1; =h;.
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For iEM, we have hl=O, and h~= -h; ;FO. Therefore c l =c 2 =b where
hi=cj?O for iEL, and hl>cj=O for iEM. Set

iE L

iEM.

By our assumption on T (and hence on T* J,

Ildll p = Ilbll p = I.

Furthermore

c = (b + dJ/2

and b;F d if M;F 0. This contradicts (b J. As such M = 0, and therefore

i=l, ... ,m,

contradicting our hypothesis that h is not an extreme point for 5(,4*). I

The simple identification of the dual space of A (p, q J, and the extremal
points thereof allows us to easily characterize best approximants. In
addition, as a consequence of the above results, or via a more direct route,
it is also possible to determine r: (f, g), based on knowledge of r~ and T ~.
We have, see, e.g., loffe and Levin [13, p.41],

T: (f, g) = T " (I III; II s,};"~ l' Ir;' (I, g, J} ;'~ I ).

Finally, if 1< p <x and 1 < q <x, then A(p, qJ is a strictly convex
normed linear space. As such, given a finite dimensional subspace of
A(p, q) we will always have uniqueness of the best approximant. We deal
only with the remaining cases.

5. A( I, q), 1 < q <x

As in many of the cases to be considered, we will try to concentrate on
the essential features of the problem. As such, let Y i be a normed linear
space with norm 11·11 Y,' i = I, ..., m. For the moment we assume that each
Yi is smooth. For each f E Yi , f #- 0, we let hi E Y[* denote the unique linear
functional satisfying IIhlli y;,= I, and hi en = Ilfll Y,

By Y we mean the normed linear space

Y = {f = (/1' ... , In): I E Y p i = I, ... , m]
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with norm

til

Ilfll ~. = L III II ~,.
i= I

If y* is the dual space to Y, then

y* = {h= (hi' ..., h",): h,E Y;*, i= I, ..., m}

with norm

Ilhll y' = . max Ilh i II y;'
1= t . ... ,m

Note that

nl 111

h(f) = I hi en ~ I III II y, IIhill r,'
i= 1 i= 1

If fEY, f # 0, and hE y* satisfies

31

Ilhll ~. = I,

then

h(f)= Ilfll ~

(1) if/~ of 0, then hi = hI,

(2) if f~=O, then hiE Y;* may be arbitrarily chosen satisfying
ilhlll ~ .•~ I.

As a general result, we have

THEOREM 5.1. Let U he a finite dimensional suhspace of Y. Then u* is a
hest approximant to f from U if and only if

I, .I. ,hi' ",-(U t ) I~, .L._ , Ilu;11 Y,
~I .Ii Il, #-O,l' ../, iii -0,

(5.1 )

for all u E U, or, equivalently, for i such that f; - u,* = °there exist h; E Y,*,
llh,lll,.~ I, saris(l'ing

/fir all U E U.

MO 73 1-_~

h;(u,)=O (5.2 )
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Proof: Assume u* is a best approximant to f from U, f # u*. From
Theorem 2.1 there exists an hE Y* satisfying

(I) Ilhll l - = I

(2) h(u)=O,foralluEU

(3) h(f~u*)=IIf-u*III'

Conditions (I) and (3) imply that hi = hI; ,,; if./; - ut # O. Equation (5.2)
is just a restatement of (2) where Ilhll l - = I implies that Ilhilll"::S: I.

If (5.2) holds, then for every u E U,

I I hl,_",.(U,)1 = I I hi (U i ) I
ji:.li I/;--=l:-0l· :i:/; ut=O)

Thus (5.1) holds.
If (5.1 ) holds, then for any u E U,

IluJ I, Ilh,III"::S:

m

Ilf - u*lll= I 11/,- ui*lll, =
i= 1

hI; ,,; (II - u,*)

I hI; ",.(I- Ui)+ L hI, ",. (u i - u,*)
: i : Ii lit #0:· :i:l; /.I;. ¢-O:

::s: I III-ti;ll I, Ilhl , utll y;-+ I Ilui-utll y,
\i /; ui #' 0 I {i:.t; -=OJIi,

I Ilf-uilly,+ L Ilu i - f, III',
[i:.l 1 u;" #- 0: Ii:.!; -~O}Ii,

= Ilf-ull y ·

Thus u* is a best approximant of f from U. I

Remark. The fact that (5.2) implies (5.1) is trivial, as we have just seen.
We did not directly prove that (5.1) implies (5.2), but rather proved it
indirectly via the best approximation property. It may be directly proven
that (5.1) implies (5.2) from general principles. This is a special case of
what is sometimes called the abstract L-problem in normed linear spaces,
see, e.g., Krein and Nudel'man [17, Chap. IX].

The above characterization result helps in determining when U is a
unicity space.
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PROPOSITION 5.2. Assume there exsts a U"'EU\{O}, and l:iE {-I, l},
i = 1, ... , m, such that

(5.3 )

for all u E U. Then U is not a unicity space.

Remark. We could also replace (5.3) by

(5.4 )

for all UE U and some hiE Y i'" satisfying 11h;11 t.,*~ 1, for those i for which
u;'" =0.

Prooj: Let fl = ei u,"', i = 1, ..., m. For rJ.E (-1,1),

f, -xu,* = (ei -x) u;*.

Since 1 = le,l > lxi, it is easily seen that .r; -xu i'" of °if and only if u;* of 0,
and iff,-xu,'" of 0, then ht, ,u," = I: i hu,"' Thus (5.3) may be rewritten as

I I ht, ,,,,*(U;)! ~ I lIui ll Y,'
r '. - • 1 j ,_. • _ )
II . f, ';W/ '* 0Jl1'/1 ':lUr - 0 ~

From (5.1), this implies that rJ.u'" is a best approximant to f from U. Thus
U is not a unicity space. I

For the converse result we impose an additional condition on the Vi' We
assume that each of the norms 11·11 t, is strictly convex. Recall that in a
strictly convex normed linear space, if

Ilf+ gil = Ilfll + II gil,

then f = 0, g = 0, or f = cg for some c> 0.

THEOREM 5.3. Let Y i he smooth and strict~v convex normed linear spaces
for each i = 1, ..., fn. The finite dimensional subspace U of Y is a unicity space
if and only if there does not exist a U'" E U\ {O} and ei E { -1, I}, i = 1, ... , m,
such that (5.3) holds for all U E U.

Proof (=) This is the content of the previous proposition.
(=) Assume U is not a unicity space. Thus there exists an fEY and

u'" E U\\ {O} such that ± u'" are best approximants to f from U. Now,

2 III; II Y, ~ III + u;* II y, + III - u i* II t,
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for i = I, ... , m. Furthermore,
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2 Ilfll} = Ilf + u*11 y + Ilf - u*II}·

Thus

2 III II }, = lit: + 11,* II Y, + lit: - 11,* II },

for each i = I, ... , m. Since each Y, is strictly convex, this equality implies
either u,*=O or .I;=c,u~, for some ICil~I, for each i. Since 0 is a best
approximant to f from U,

I,L ,hi, (u,) I~ ,L ,lllt;l\},
If . ./r#-OJ ll,//=Oj

for all u E U. Now, if u,* -# 0, then .I; # 0, and from the above,

where f., = sgn c,. If.l; = 0, then of course 11,* = 0. Thus

I, ~ ,E,h",.(u,l+, ._L ,hl;(U,ll ~ ,L_ , Ilu,il},
I I . fir #- 0 i l/ . li j -- O. /1 ¥ 0 J I I '/1 - 0 i

for all u E U, which immediately implies (since II hI; II}, = I), that

I . L f.; h ",' (II,) I~ L 1111;\\ },
i 1 : U j• 0# 0 JI i I : u/· = 0 )-

for all u E U. That is, (5.3) holds. I
Let us consider some simple examples where (5.3) is, in a sense, easily

checked.

EXAMPLE I. dim U = I. In this case (5.3) reduces to the existence of
E,E {-I, I}, i= I, ..., m, such that

L 1;,II1I;*IIY,=O.
:i IIr ¥O:

Thus, under the assumptions of Theorem 5.3, U = span {u*} is a unicity
space if and only if there do not exist <; i E { - I, 1 } satisfying

m

I [;, Ilu~11 Y, = 0.
i= 1
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EXAMPLE 2. If for each UEU\{O} there do not exist f.iE{-I, I},
i = I, ..., m, such that

til

I f. j Ilujlit,=O,
i= I

then U is necessarily a unicity space.

EXAMPLE 3. Simultaneous Approximation. Let Y j = Y, i = I, .. _, m, and

U = {u : u = (u, ..., u), U E DeY}.

Thus dim U = dim D. We assume that Y is smooth and strictly convex.
Then U is a unicity space if and only if m is odd. For in this case of
simultaneous approximation, if u* E U\. {O}, then u i* = u* # °for every i,
and (5.3) reduces to

I (;ih".(U)=O
i= J

for all U E U. That is,

for all U E D. If m is even, let f:, = ( - I V, i = I, ... , m, and the above always
holds. If m is odd,

m

I f:i#O
i= 1

and

for some U ED, e.g., U = u*.

EXAMPLE 4. "Tensor" Product. Let U = V EB W, where for all v E V,
[',=0, i=I+I, ... ,m, while for all WEW, wj=O, i=I, ... ,1 (1~/<m).

Then, as is easily checked, U is a unicity space if and only if both V and
W- are unicity spaces.

Looking back at the previous theorem and the method of proof thereof,
it follows that we have proved this next result.
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COROLLARY 5.4. Il fEY is such that f i= u, for any i E { I, ... , m}, and
any u E U, then f has a unique hest approximant from U.

Inequality (5.3) is not a condition which is in general easy to check. As
such, we take specific choices for the Y" i = I, ... , m, and examine them in
further detail.

Let K be a compact subset of [Rd, K = int K. Let fl, be non-negative
a-finite measures on K. We set Y, = L q'(K, II,), where I < q, < CfJ, i = I, ... , m.
Thus each Y, is smooth and strictly convex. We have that f E L q'(K, fl,) if

( )
I~

IIfll q , = LI/(xWi dill (x)

exists and is finite. We can restate Theorem 5.3 as follows: U is a unicity
space if and only if there does -not exist a u* E U\ {O}, and 1::, E { - I, I },
i= I, ..., m, such that

I
" Jr lu,*(xW' I sgn(u,*(x)) u, (x) d (I " 1 I
L 1::, I Il, x) ~ L lu, I"

[i ; ut 0# 0 j- K 1I u ,~ 11 Z: Ii II'! = OJ I

for all U E U.
This is certainly a condition which is not easy to verify and depends on

the specific {fl,}. We look for a condition which is essentially {II,}
independent. To simplify matters we restrict ourselves to measures II, E.C'/
(see Section 3). Under these assumptions, we have:

THEOREM 5.5. U is a unicit)' space for all choices (~l {fl,} 7~ IE.C'/ If and
only ilIar each u* E U\ {O} and D,E { -I, I}, i = t, ... , m, there exists a v E [/
satisfving

(a)

(b)

(c)

v=Olifu*=OI I

I::,u,*(x) Vi (x) ~ 0 (Lehesgue) a.e. on K, i = I, ..., m

I:: j ut(x) vj(x) > Ofor some jE {I, ... , m} on a

set ofpositive Lebesgue measure.

(5.5)

Proof (=) Assume that given any U*EU\{O} and l::iE{-I, I},
i = I, ... , m, there exists a v E U satisfying (5.5). Assume U is not a unicity
space for some measures {fli} 7:: I Ed. There then exists a U* E U\ {O} and
£iE {-I, I}, i= I, ..., m, such that
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for all UE (J. Let v E U satisfy (5.5) with respect to this U* and these
:(;'};'~I' From (a)

From (b) and (c), it follows that the above quantity is strictly positive. This
contradiction implies that U is a unicity space.

(=» Assume there exists a U*EV\{O} and DiE{-I, I},i=I, ... ,m, so
that no v E U, v of- 0, satisfies (5.5). That is, in particular, if v E V satisfies

(a ' ) t',=Oifu,*=O

(b') Gju,*(x) v, (x) ~O p a.e. on K, i= I, ... , m

(where dp is Lebegue measure), then u,*v;=O p a.e. for each i= 1, ... , m.
Set

u't = {u : UE V, U I = 0 if u't = 0 }.

The set VI is a linear subspace of V of dimension k, 1~ k ~ 12 (since
u* E (/1)'

Let

Choose Uk + I, ... , U" so that

V = span {u I, ... , Uk, Uk + I, ... , U"}

and set

(/2 = span{uk
+ I, ..., u"}.

Thus V=V 1 (JJV2 • Let Q={i:u,*=O}, and P={I, ... ,m}\Q. Note that
the Uk + I, ... , u" are "linearly independent over Q." That is, if U E U 2 satisfies
u , = 0 for all i E Q, then u = O.

For iEQ, let hjEC'(K), satisfy

(i) Ihi(x)1 = 1, for all XE K

(ii) SK h, (x) U , (x) dp(x) = 0 for all U E U.

Such hi exist since U is of finite dimension, and by our various
assumptions.

Let

h* = (hi, ... , h,~),

where for iEQ, hj*=h" and for iEP, h't=I: i lu j*(x)I'" I sgn(u,*(x)).
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Set
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w= {w : w= h* .u, U E V J,

where by w=h*·u, we mean that l1'i(x)=h;*(x)u;(x), i=I, ... ,m. Note
that W is a linear subspace of dimension at most n.

We claim that W contains no non-negative nontrivial function. Assume
that WE W satisfies 11'; ~ 0 P a.e., i = 1, ..., m. Now W; = h;*u; = hj*(vi + v~),

where Vi E Vi,.i = 1,2. For i E Q, V,I = 0 and h j* = hi' Thus

II" =;; 1,2>-: 0/ "I -;:.-

p a.e. for i E Q. But from (ii), we see that h, v~ = 0 p a.e., and using (i), we
have v~ = 0 II a.e. for such i. By our definition of V 2' this implies that
v2 = O. Thus

Let us rename Vi as v. Since VE Vi we have that vj=O for all iEQ, i.e., (a')
holds. Now h,*v,~O for iE P translates into

Bj lu7(x)\,,' I sgn(u7(x)) Vi (x)~O

p a.e., which is equivalent to (b'). If w is non-negative and non-trivial then
utvi > 0 for some .i E P on some set of positive measure. But this
contradicts our assumption.

Since W contains no non-negative non-trivial function (and dim W < x),

there exist measures [Pi };"o I in .r:l such that

f f. l1'i (x) dp, (x) = 0
i= 1 A

for all WE W (see, e.g., Pinkus [29, p. 61]). In fact we could choose the II,
to be of the form (Ji(x)dx, where'(JjEC(K), (J,>O. Thus

£f h7(x)u j (x)dp,(x)=0
i= I K

for all u E U. That is,

I Bjf lui*(x)I'f' I sgn(ui*(x)) U j (x) dp, (x)
IE P K

+ I L71;(.\) U, (x) dp;(.\) = 0
iEQ /(

for all U E U.
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Set ii; = ('; Pj, i = 1, ..., m, where for i E P

( )

q, 1

(', = Llu;*(xW' dp;

and for i E Q

Thus for each U E U,

f.
1u;*(X)I'f' 1 sgn(u,*(x)) u i (x) _L <:, ---------dJ1;(x)

iE p K C,

"f hi(x) -+ L. -.-U, (X)d/lj(X)=O.
iE Q K (',

For iE P,

Ilu;*[I~: 1= (L luj*(x)f'f, dfi, (X)yq, Ijiq,

(f )
(q, Ij.q,

= K lu;*(x)I'f'C j (hl, (x)

=c~q, I )q, (L luj*(xW' dpi (X)) (q,

=C j •

For iE Q,

If hi (x) - I II hill.-.-uj(x)dpj(x) ~ -:- .llu,lr q,.
I\. ( 1 ( i! 1./,

A simple calculation shows that

Substituting we obtain

t :,' '

''/'*+(): £,' f.. 'u,*(x W ' I sg.n(u,*(x)) u i (x) d- I
L.

r
n Ilu,*fl~', 1 p, (x) ~:,'~~o: Ilu,ll q

,

for all U E U.

39
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Thus U is not a unicity space with respect to the measures

PI' ..., P"" I
Theorem 5.5 is of course vacuous in the case where 111 = 1. For if 111 = 1.

then every finite dimensional subspace is a unicity space since the norm is
strictly convex. Thus we always assume m ~ 2. If U is a tensor product of
the form

U=ljIEB···<;BU"',

where for each U E U' we have U i = °for all i =I- j, then it is easily seen that
U is a unicity space. For in this case,

min lif - ull = L min 11.I; -ld r,'
U E L/ i = I U r F f!'

where Oi = {u i : U E U i }. Since each Oi is a finite dimensional subspace of a
strictly convex normed linear space Y" the problem

min 11./; - uJ r,
UjE f"

has a unique solution u,* and u* = (u;", ... , u,~) is the unique solution to our
original minimization problem.

The question naturally arises as to which other subspaces U satisfy the
conditions of Theorem 5.5. We conjecture that there are no others. For
n= 1, this is easily seen. For assume U = span {u*}, and u,* =I- 0, ut =I- 0,
i =I- j. Let [;,<:, = - 1, and [;k E( - 1, I} for all other k. Then (5.5) cannot
hold. We can prove this conjecture for n ~ 2 under somewhat restrictive
assumptions.

THEOREM 5.6. Assume m ~ 2, and U is a finite dimensional suh.\pace for
which

(i) uiEC(K),i=l, ... ,m,alluEU

(ii) If u,=l-O, then Jl(Z(u,))=O and [K\Z(u,)]:::;M for some M
independent of u E U and i.

Then U satisfies (5.5) ((and only if

U = l./ I EB ... EB U'"

as above,

Remark. Recall that Z(ui)={X:Ui(x)=O}, fl is Lebesgue measure,
and [K\Z(u,)] denotes the number of connected components in the set
K\Z(uJ
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Proof: One direction is obvious. We therefore assume that U satisfies
(5.5) of Theorem 5.5, and (i) and (ii), and prove that it is then necessarily
a tensor product as above.

For U E l/, set Pi U = Ui, i = I, ... , m. That is, Pi is the projection onto the
"ith" component. Let

ll i = dim Pi U = dim span{u i : U E U)

and 11 = dim U.
For any subspace U, 11 ~ L;'~, 11,. Our claim is equivalent to proving that

11 = L;"~, ll i . There is also a different equivalent form of our claim. For each
iE{I, ... ,m),set

Q,- U = (u l ~ ... , Uj _ J' lii+ l' .. " Um )·

Let fIl, = dim Qi U. Now ll i + fIl i ~ 11. Our claim is equivalent to proving
that ll i + fIl, =11 for each i= 1, ..., m.

Assume ll i + 111, > 11 for some i E {I, ..., m). For ease of exposition, assume
that i= 1. For each UE U, let Ii= Q1U= (U2, ..., u",).

Since III + 111, > 11, we have /1, + 111 1 = 11 + I, I~ 1, and there exist

u1
••.• ~ u', v/+', .. " V

fll
, w'+ I, •••• wnll

,

a basis for U such that

(1) u:, , u~, v~+ 1, , 1";' is a basis for P, U.

(2) Ii', , Ii', w'+ I, , W"" is a basis for Q, u.
(3) v' = 0, j = 1+ 1, , n, .

(4) I\' j = 0, .i = 1+ 1, , 111 I'

Using Proposition 4.13 of Pinkus [29] and the assumptions (i) and (ii),
there exists a

"I

p'( = u: + I. atuj + I. h/vj
/=2 j=l+ J

such that if p E PI U and p'( p ~ 0, then p = IX, p'( for some 1X 1~ O. Let

,
w* = u l + I. at u',

i= 2

and

w= span{w*, W' f " ... , W""}.
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From (2), dim W = m I -/ + I. From Proposition 4.13 of Pinkus [29] and
the assumptions (i) and (ii), there exists a

"'I

p*=w*+ I ('t w'
,~/+ I

such that if PEW, Pi P;* ~ 0, i = 2, ... , m. and Pi = 0 if Pi* = 0, then p = :X 2 p*,
:X 2 ~o.

Set

1 "I "Ii

p* =u l + L at u' + I h,*v l + L ct w'.
; =- 2 I ~ 1 + I I col+ I

Note that p)p*=p~, and QIP*=P*. Since U satisfies (5.5) (by
assumption), there exists a z* E U .( 0: such that

(a) :: i* = 0 if p ,* = o.
(b l ) ::~(x)p~(x)~o, for all XEK.

(b 2 ) ::t(x) pt(x) ~ 0, for all x E K, and j = 2, ... , m.

(c) JK::t pt dfl- L';'~ 2 JK ::,* p{* dll > 0 for fl Lebesgue measure.

Let

1 "I n'l

z* = L a1u l + I hi v' + I c{w'.
I~ I I ~ 1 + I I~/+ I

From (bd (i.e., ::t pt ~ 0), we have

:XI ~o.

Thus a,=rJ.)at. j= 1, ...,/ (at= I), and h,=:xlhf, j=/+ I, ... ,n l . Thus

and therefore

"1)

Z*=rJ.lW*+ I C,W'EW.
'~/+ I

From (a) and (b 2 ),

Cl.2 ~o,
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Since the {w, ~J+ I, ... , w""} are linearly independent, we get IJ(\ = :)(2. But
:)(1 ~°~ :)(2' Thus IJ(I =:)(2 = 0, which implies that a i = 0, j= I, ... , I; hi = 0,
j= 1+ 1, ... , n 1 ; and c;= 0, j= 1+ 1, ... , m,. That is, z* = O. This contradicts
(c). Thus n, + m] = n. I

6. A(p, 1), 1<p<x

Let D i be a set, J:, a a-field of subsets of D i, and Vi a positive a-finite
measure defined on J: i , i = 1, ... , m. For each i, we let L '(D" vJ (= L I( VJ)
denote the Banach space of vi-measurable functions fi defined on D i for
which Ifi I is v,-integrable over D I' with norm

i= 1, ... , m.

For 1 < P < 'x, let Yp denote the Banach space

Yp = {f= (fl, ... J,.,) :f,ELI(D i , Vi)' i= 1, ..., nt}

with norm

We herein assume, for convenience only, that D i = D, i = 1, ..., m. The dual
space Yp* of Yp may be identified with

Y: = {h = (hi' ..., h",) : hiE C£ (D, V i)' i = 1, ... , m}

with norm

(
,., )I/P'

Ilhll y;= i~1 Ilh,!I~,(\.,) ,

where l/p + l/p' = 1. From the fact that

h(f) = I h, U:) = f f f, (x) hi (x) dvJ>;)
;= I i= I D

",

::::; I iiI 1/ Ll(l,) Ilh, II L' II,}

i= 1

64073 1-4
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we have that if fEY,,, f *0, and h E Y,~ satisfies Ilhll }'; = I and

h(f) = IIfil }p'

then equality holds in both above inequalities. As such,

(I Ha) h; (x) = C i sgn(I (x)), Vi a.e. on NUJ

(b) Ilh;III.'I'''=c,

(2) Ci= (1IIIIL'I,.jllfll },'v I

for each i = I, ... , m.
Characterization of best approximants IS easily obtained from an

application of Theorem 2.1.

THEOREM 6.1. Assume U is a finite dimensional suhspace ol Y".
Then u* is a hest approximant. to f from U il and on~\' il there exist
hi E L' (Z(f - un, I'il satisj)'ing Ilh,lI I.' I,,) ~ 1 and

0= f. Ilj;-U'*llill,.~,[f, (sgnU:-u,*)(x))ui(x)dvi(x)
1=1 " ..VII, 111*)

+ f.. h;(X)U;(X)dV;(X)] (6.1)
Z( II U j*)

for all U E U. Or, equivalently to (6.1), we have

I,tl Il.l; - ui*11 ill\'~) J... (sgn(fi - un(.x-)) U i (x) dv; (x) I

~ I 11.f;-u,*llil(':lf .• lu;(xll dvJx-)
i = 1 7.(.1, u, J

(6.2)

for all U E U.

In what follows, we assume that each Vi is non-atomic (as well as
satisfying the previous assumptions). The fact that the measures are non
atomic allows us to assume in (6.1) that Ih; (x)1 = 1 for all xE ZU; - un.
This is a corisesequence of the Liapounoff Theorem (see Liapounoff [23] I,
which we use in the proof of this generalization of Theorem 3.5.

PROPOSITION 6.2. If each V; is non-atomic (and as ahove), i= I, ..., m,
then no finite dimensional subspace U (~l Y" is a unicity space.

Proof Choose h,* E L .~. (v I) to satisfy

(1) Ih;* (x )I = I, all xED

(2) JDh;*(x) U; (x) dl'i (x)=O all UE U, and all i= I, ..., m.
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Such hi necessarily exist (as a consequence of the LiapounofT Theorem)
since the 1'; are non-atomic and

is finite dimensional.
Let u* E V\ {O} be arbitrarily chosen. Set

i= I, ... , m,

and f*=U/, ... ,.t;n Note that N(.f;*)=N(1It), and sgnU;*(x))=h,*(x)
on NU;*) for each i = I, ... , m. Thus,

+ f h;*(x) 11; (x) dv; (X)]
Z(I:)

= £ 111:*11 jJ(\~1 f h;*(x) 11; (x) dv; (x)
;~1 f)

=0.

(6.3 )

From Proposition 6.1, we have that 0 is a best approximant to f from U.
For CtE(-t,t) and each iE{l, ...,m}, it follows since Ih;*(x)I=1

for all x, that N(j;*-r:xu,*)=N(f,*)=N(u;*), and sgn«(t;*-Ctu,*)(x))=
sgnU;*(x))=hi(x) for all xENU;*). Furthermore,

= 111;*11 /-'11,1 - Ct r hi(x) 1I,*(x) dl'; (x)
"' /\l(u/*l

= 11/;*11 ['\I,)-Ct J hi(x)1Ii(x)dv;(.,)
D

Thus Ilfll y = Ilf - Ctu*111 andCtu* is also a best approximant to f* from U.
r r

U is not a unicity space. I
We now make some further additional assumptions. We replace D by K

where K c [Rd, compact, K = int K, as in Section 3. For each u E U,
11, E C( K) and f.l, (replacing 1',) is in .w. We also let C YI' denote the
restriction of YI' to f = (/" ..., I;,,) such that IE C( K), i = I, ..., m. As a
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generalization of Theorem 3,6, we have the following characterization of
finite dimensional unicity spaces for C Y

I
, which, it should be noted, is

independent of p E (I,x ).

THEOREM 6.3. The Iinite dimensional suhspace U of' C Yp is a Ufl/Clty
spacef()r C YI' if' and only iI there do not exist h i* ELY (K, /lil, i = 1, .. " m, a
u* E IF\ {O}, and numhers {)}};'~ I such that

(1) Ih,*(x)1 = I, all XE K, i= I, , m.

(2) h;*(x) lut(x)1 E C(K), i= I, , m.

(3) L;'~ 1 ),,* SK h,*(x) U, (x) dt!; (x)=O'/or all UE U, where ;,,* ~O, and
;.;* > 0 if'llui*11 L'(!"I > O.

(4) SKh,*(x) u;*(.\')dll; (x)=O, i=I, ... ,m.

Prool (=» Assume there exist h;*, u,* and ;,,*, i = I, ..., m, satisfying (I ),
(2), (3), and (4).

If Ilu;*II['III,I>O, set

A*1'(1' 11

I, (x) = " * h,*(x) lui*(x)l·
Ilu i II['(!',I

Note that Ii E C(K) and III II L'I/I" = Ai* 1/(1' ". If ut = 0 and Ai* = 0, set
I = O. If u i* = 0 and ).,* > 0, let I be any function in C(K) satisfying

II f'll, = ). * I'll' II
. / L (J~Jl I

and sgnt;(x)=h,*(x) on NUJ
Thus, for every U E U

f 1I.f;lli'I,},)[J, . (sgnfj(x))u;(.x-)d/lj(x)+ J .h,*(X)U;(.X-)dfl,(x)J
i~1 .\1/,1 /1/,1

= f ;'j* r ht(x) Ui (x) dtl, '(x)
1= I 'K

=0

by (3). Thus 0 is a best approximant to f from U.
Let 0.( satisfy

{

A*I/lp'l) }

10.(1 < min 1 *. : i such that ut -# 0
Ilu i II L'I/I,I

and consider f - 0.( U *. If u i* = 0, then
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I
A* I/(p - I' I

I./;(x) - aU,*(x)j = II' * [ h,*(x) Iunx)j-aun.)
U; I 1.I(p,)

) * I/(p - I)

= " * lut(x)l- ahi*(x) ut(x).
Ilui II/I(I''>

From (4) it now easily follows that

III - lXun /1(1") = Ilfi II L'II"I = ),,* Iilp II

Thus
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and au* is also a best approximant to f from U. U is not a unicity space.
(=) Assume U is not a unicity space. There therefore exists an fEe Yp

and u* E U 'd O} such that ±u* are best approximants to f from U. Now

for all x E K, and i = I, ... , nl, which implies that

2 11.f.11 L'iI',1 ~ II.f: + u,* II/.,(p,> + 11./; - u,* 11/'111,1

for i= 1, ... , nl, and

Since

Ilfll Ie = Ilf + u* Ill r = Ilf - u* II Ie

we must have equality throughout. Thus

2If,(x)1 = IU;+llt)(x)1 + I(I-ut)(x)1

for all x E K and i = 1, ..., nl, and

(6.4 )

(6.5)

for i=I, ... ,nl. From (6.4) we have II(x)I~lllt(x)1 for all XEK and
i = 1, ..., nl. Therefore Z(f,) S; Z(lli*)' i = 1, ... , nl.

Since 0 is a best approximant to f from U, there exist ht E L' (K, II,),
i = 1, ... , nl, satisfying

/hn.ll = I, xEK, i= I, ... , m,
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i.e., (I), with hn,) = sgn/;(x) on NC!;) and

°= I III II j'II,',) f . hj*(x) lI,(x) d/l; (x)
;~ I "

for all U E U. Setting )} = Ilf: II j'I),)' i = I, ... , m, we get that (3) holds. Note
that An~ 0, and if ;",* = 0, then I = °and since ZU;) ~ Z(lIn, we have
11,* = 0. Thus ).,* > °if Ii 11;*11 L'II/,) > 0.

Again, since Z(n s Z(lI,*), we have that h;*(x) 11In,)1 E elK),
i= I, ... , m, i.e., (2) holds.

Finally, from (6.5),

iiI ",.'1//,1 = III ± 11,* II"I!',)

= J' IU;::t lIn(x)1 dll,(x)

"
=f hn,)(I±u;*)(x)dllj(X)

"
= 11.1; 11,,'1/,,) ± r.ht(x) lin,) dll; (x) .

."
Thus

J' ht(x)u;*(x) dll j (x)=o,

"
and (4) holds. I

Let us consider some examples.

i = I, ... , nl,

EXAMPLE 1. dimU=1. Let U=span{u*J, u*=(lIt, ... ,lI}~). From
Theorem 6.3, U is 1101 a unicity space if and only if there exist
hiEL X (K,llj), i= I, ...,m, satisfying

(I') Iht(x)1 = I, XE K, i= I, ... , m

(2') hi(x) IU,*(x)1 E C(K), i = I, ..., m

(4') SK h;*(x) lin,) d/l; (x) = 0, i = I, ..., m.

For each i E { I, ... , m}, (1'), (2'), and (4') are totally equivalent to the fact
that if 11;* # 0, then span {un is not a unicity space for continuous
functions with norm LI(K, II;) (see Theorem 3.6). Thus U is a unicity space
for C Yp if and only if there exists an i E { 1, ... , m} such that 1I!* # 0, and
span {lin is a unicity space for continuous functions with norm L I (K, /lJ
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EXAMPLE 2. Simultaneous Approximation. Assume Jii = Ji, i = I, ... , Ill,

and for each U E V, U1= U, i = I, ..., m. Set

D= {u : u = (u, ..., u) E V}.

From Theorem 6.3, V is not a unicity space if and only if there exist
hiE L f (K, fl), i = I, ... , Ill, a u* E D\ {OJ, and A,* > 0, i= I, ... , Ill, satisfying

(I") Ihi*(x)I=I,xEK, i=I, ...,1Il

(2") hi*(x) lu*(x)1 E C(K), i = I, ..., m

(3") S" CL;'~ I )'i*hi*(x)) u(x) dJi(x) = 0 all u ED
(4") S"h,*(x)u*(x)dJi(x)=O, i=I, ... ,m.

In the previous example we considered the case n = J. Let us now assume
that n ~ 2 and m ~ 2. Then no V is a unicity space in the problem of
simultaneous approximation in CYr .

A proof goes as follows. Since n ~ 2, there exists a u* E D such that

Lu*(x) dJi(x).

Set hi*(x)=I, i=I, ...,IIl-I, and h,~(x)=-I, all XEK. Thus (I"), (2"),
and (4") hold. The i,* > 0 are simply chosen so that (3") holds.

EXAMPLE 3. Tensor Product. If

V = VI EB ... EB V m
,

where U E V' implies Ui = 0 for all .i =I- i, then

~i~ Ilf - uil lp = (~l [,~i~, Ilfi -U,II/l(I"IY) IP.

Thus U is a unicity space for CYr if and only if each VI is a unicity space
for continuous functions with norm LI(K, Jii)' i= I, ... , m.

One major question which remains unanswered is that of characterizing
the V which are unicity spaces for C Yr for all Ill' ..., Jim in s~.

For n= 1, i.e., V=span{u*J, it follows by the above that V has this
property if and only if for some i E { I, ... , m}, u i* =I- 0 and span{ u,*} is a
unicity space for continuous functions with norm L1(K, Jii) for all Ji, in .d.
This in turn (see Pinkus [28]) is equivalent to the fact that the support of
u,* is a connected set. In the case of tensor products, as in Example 3, V

is a unicity space for C Y,. for all Jil' ... , Jim in .d if and only if each of the
V' have this same property.
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We do not know the answer in general. Certain different phenomena
seem to occur, the most obvious of which is exemplified by this next
example. Consider

V=span{(I,x), (x, I)}

on K = [ -1, 1]. V is a unicity space for CY" for all measures in .r:1. This
follows from the fact that for each U E VI {O}, the support of either u 1 or
U2 is a connected interval. As such there do not exist hi, h 2 satsfying
(I), (2), and (4) for both u, and u2 •

7. A ( CC, q), I < q <cc

Let Y; be a normed linear space with norm II ·11 t,' i = 1, ... , m. By Y we
denote the normed linear space

Y = {f = (f" ...,(,,,) :./; E Y j , i = I, ... , m}

with norm

Ilfll t = . max 11.1; II t,-
l=l ..... m

If y* is the dual space to Y, then

Y* = {h= (h" ..., hm ): hjE Y j*, i= I, ... , m}

with norm
til

IIhll t ," = L Ilh, II Y,'
i= I

We first consider characterizations of best approximants. This is most
easily stated under the assumption that each Y j is smooth. For now we
therefore make this assumption. For each f E Yj, f of- 0, we let hi E Y ,*
denote the unique linear functional satisfying Ilhrllt., = I, and hr(f) = 1.
From

m ,n

h(f) = L h, (.I:) ~ L 11.(, II Y, Ilh,ll t ,

i= t 1= 1

we have that if fEY, f of- 0, and hE y* satisfies

Ilhll t" = I, h(f) = Ilfll r
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then

(a) h j=d)l j , with dj~O.

(b) di = 0 unless i rt J = {j: iiI; II >, = Ilfll >}

(c) :Lu Id,l == 1.

A characterization theorem is as follows.
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THEOREM 7,1. Let U he an n-dimensional suhspace ol Y. For fEY, we
have that u* E U is a best approximant to ffrom U il and on~r ilthere exist
JI' .. " Jk E J, where

J = {I: 11f; - urll >, = Ilf - u* II>},

and positive numhers ;'1' ,.. , ),k with 1~ k ~ min {n + 1, m}, such that

k

";.,h.1 .(u ) = 0
'- Ii Uh · ,h

j= 1

lor all u E U.

In the consideration of the uniqueness property, the smoothness plays no
role. We therefore drop this assumption.

Set

P,U= {u i : U= (UI, ... , Um)E U}.

Thus 0 ~ dim Pi U ~ n for each i = I, ..., m. Necessary and sufficient
conditions for the unicity of U are easily stated and proved if the norms on
the Y i are strictly convex for each i. We divide the result into two parts in
order to emphasize that in one direction this condition is not necessary
(and so that we need not repeat it in Section II). In what follows we
assume that each Y , is a space of dimension ~ n.

PROPOSITION 7.2. The n-dimensional subspace U q(. Y is not a unicity
space for Y (I" dim P,U < n for some i = 1, ... , m,

Proof Assume dim P, U < n. Then there exists a u* E U\ {O} such that
u,* = O.

Let Ii E Vi' fi i= 0, be such that 0 is a best approximant to I from Pi U.
Such an .f; exists since dim Y ,~ n. Assume, without loss of generality, that
II Ii II y, = I. Set

f= (0, ..., 0Ji' 0, ... , 0).
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Then 0 is a best approximant to f from Y since

I = Ilfll y= II.n I, ~ 11/; -ld I, ~ Ilf - ull y

for every U E U. Furthermore, since 11,* = 0,

Ilf-Ctu*11 y= Ilfll}

for everyCt such that

letl Ilutll YI~ I,

Thus lJ is not a unicity space. I

j= I, ...,m.

THEOREM 7.3. Assume that each Yi is a strictly convex nomled linear
space, i = I, ... , m. Then U is a 'unicity space it' and only it' dim P, U = n
(=dim U) for each i = I, ... , m.

Proof From the previous proposition it remains to prove that if (j is
not a unicity space, then dim P, U < n for some I.

Assume fEY, Ilfll) = I, and u* E U\. {O 1 is such that ± u* are best
approximants to f from Y.

Thus

1= Ilfll 1= Ilf±u*11 y.

Let

IEJ= U: Ilf;11 lr= Ilfll y}.

Then

I = lit; II YI ~ ~ 11./; + u,* II )1 + ~ lit; - ut II )/

~ ~ II f + u*II y+ ~ II f - U* II I

=1.

Thus

Since the norm Y, is strictly convex, it follows that

Thus u,* = O. But u* of- O. Therefore dim P, U < n. I
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Remark. Theorem 7.3 should be considered together with Theorem 16.2.
It is really a special case (although not explicitly stated) of a result of
Zuhovitsky and Stechkin [36].

Remark. Note that if Y i = Y, and Y is a strictly convex normed linear
space, then in the problem of simultaneous approximation U is always a
unicity space. On the other hand, in the problem of tensor product
approximation, U is never a unicity space.

8. A ( p,x), 1 < p <x

When dealing with the L' -norm we always restrict ourselves to the
space of continuous functions. As such we assume, as in Section 3, that D
is a compact Hausdorff set and C( D) the space of continuous real-valued
functions defined on D with the usual uniform norm. We let Y = A(p,x)
denote the normed linear space

Y = {f = (/" ..., f;,,) : .[,E C(D)}

with norm

(
'" )liP

Ilfll r = i~1 III II ':: .

Thus the dual space Y* is given by

y* = {p = (p I' ... , II",) : IIi E C*( D), i = 1, ... , m}

with norm

where lip + lip' = I, and Ilpi lilT. denotes the total variation of the measure

P"
Applying results of Sections 2, 3, and 4 (Theorems 2.2 and 3.2,

and Proposition 4.1), we obtain the following characterization of best
approximants.

THEOREM 8.1. Let U he an n-dimensional suhspace of' Y. Then u* is
a hest approximant to f from U if' and only if'for some k, 1::( k::( n + 1,
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there exist points {Xn7~1~~1 in D, positive numhers Aj , j=I, ...,k, and
f.ijE {-I, I}, j= 1, ... , k, i= 1, ..., m, swh that

(l l L:;'~ I L:~~ 1)'111./; - un ~ I /;i,U, (xl) = 0 all UEU

(2) e"((.ft-u7)(xj))=\II-un,,j=1, ...,k, i=l, ... ,m.

The problem of characterizing unicity spaces in this case seems to be a
difficult one. One partial result is the following.

PROPOSITION 8.2. If U is not a unicity space for Y, then there exists a
u*ELI\{O} and {xi}7~IED, such that

i= 1, ...,m. (8.1 l

Prool Since U is not a UnIClty space, there exists an fEY and
U*E U\{O} such that both ±u* are best approximants to f from U. For
each i= 1, ... , m,

Thus

211f,II J.:::; 1I./;-u,*II" + III+u711,·

2 IIfll r:::; Ilf - u*11 r + Ilf + u*11 y.

(8.2 )

(8.3 l

Since ±u* are best approximants, we must have equality in (8.3). The
strict convexity of the I;"-norm (1 < P <X!) implies that we have equality
in (8.2) for all i, and

11./; -utll" = c III + u,*11 x' i= 1, ... , nl,

for some c ~ O. Since Ilf - u*II}· = Ilf+ u*ll} we have c = I. Thus

IIIII, = III-un, = Ilf;+u,*II, (8.4 l

for each i.
If x,ED is such that IfJ\"ill=IIIII" then from (8.4) we must have

u7(x') = O. I

If (8.l) does not hold for any U E U\ {O}, then U is necessarily a unicity
space for Y. The converse does not in general hold. A partial result in the
converse direction is the following much more demanding condition. (Note
that the strict convexity of I; is not used here. l We recall that for u E C( D l,
Z(u) is its zero set. By IZ(u)1 we denote the number of zeros of u in D.
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PROPOSITION 8.3. If there exists a u* E U\ {O} such that

for each i = 1, ..., m, then U is not a unicity space for Y.
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Proof If u i* = 0, then let fi be any function in C(D) for which the zero
function is a best uniform approximant to I from Pi U.

Assume u;* i- O. By assumption Pi U is not a Haar space. However, more
is true. By a standard construction, due to Achiezer [I, p. 68] in his proof
of the Haar Theorem, there exists an /; E C( D) such that xu i* is a best
approximant to j; from Pi U for each letl ~ 1.

It now follows that xu* is a best approximant to f=(.fl'''''/:'') from (J

for each letl ~ 1. Thus U is not a unicity space for Y. I

EXA"'PLE 1. dim U = 1. By putting together Propositions 8.2 and 8.3,
we get that U = span {u*} is a unicity space for Y if and only if there do
not exist points {X;};n~1 in D such that u;*(x;) =0, i= 1, ... ,m.

Remark. It is interesting to juxtapose this result with the analogous
results for p = 1 and p = ~). For p = 1, we prove in Proposition 10.3 that
U = span {u*} is a unicity space if and only if there do not exist {Xi} ;'~ 1 in
D and tiE {-I, I} such that L7~1 t;u;*(x,)=O. For p=x, see Section 12,
we have that U is a unicity space if and only if u i* has no zero in D for each
i = I, ... , m. That is, there does not exist an i E { 1, ... , m} and Xi ED such
that u,*(x,) =0.

EXA"'PLE 2. Tensor Product. If U = U 1 EB ... EB Um
, then it fol1ows by

definition that U is a unicity space for Y if and only if each U' is a Haar
space (unicity space for C(D)).

EXAMPLE 3. Simultaneous Approximation. Let D be an II-dimensional
subspace of C(D) and

U = {u : u = (u, ... , u), U ED}.

We have the following result. (Note the demand that II> 1.)

PROPOSITION 8.4. Let II> 1 (and m > I). Then for U and D as ahove, U
is not a unicity space for Y.

Proof Since II ~ 2, there exists a u* E D\ {O} which vanishes at some
x* E D. There exists an f E C(D) satisfying f(x*) = IlfilT = I, and such that
xu* is a best approximant to f from span{ u*} for all letl ~ 1 (normalize u*
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if necessary). Choose any numbers {a,:7~ I satisfying lail ~ I, i= I, ... , m,
and L;'~I lailf' I sgnai=O (m~2). Thus

"' "IL IlaJII'; I (sgna,)u(x*)=u(x*) L la/If' \ sgna,=O (8.5)
i= I

for all U E D. Furthermore

(sgn aJ(aJ)(x*) = IlaJ11 x'

i= J

i= I, ..., m. (8.6 )

From (8.5), (8.6), and Theorem 8.1, it follows that 0 is a best approximant
to

from U. (Here k = I, x!=x*, £,,= sgn ai .) Now for each iE {I, ..., m}

since 1/la11 ~ I. Thus U is not a unicity space. I
Remark. From Proposition 8.4 we see that the converse of

Proposition 8.3 is not valid.

9. A ( I, 1)(B( I, I ))

A much simpler case is given by

m

Ilf1141111= I IIIIII'
i= I

where f = (/1' ... , I,,), and

III III = J If, (x)1 dV i (X),
D,

i= I, ... ,m,

where the Di and Vi satisfy the conditions in Section 6. Contained in this
case is the B( I, I )-norm. This is a simpler case because we should consider
this norm as a standard L I-norm having nothing to do with vector-valued
functions. It is as if we are given a function f which is I, on D" for
i = I, ..., m, and we take its L I-norm. Since we are dealing with the usual
L I-norm, the theory of L I-approximation as expounded upon in Pinkus
[29] is applicable.

Assuming that each viis a non-atomic positive measure, i = I, ... , m, it
follows from Theorem 3.5 that no finite dimensional subspace U is a unicity
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space. If, in addition, we have that D i = K c IR" is compact, K = int K, and
each JJi is in .d, then if U is a finite dimensional subspace such that
U i E C( K) for each i = I, ... , m, then conditions for U to be a unicity space
with respect to the f satisfying fiE C(K), i= I, ..., m, are given in
Theorems 3.6 and 3.7. Similarly U is a unicity space in the above problem
for every choice of measures JJ 1, ... , II", in .d if and only if U satisfies
Property A. properly translated into this context. Using Theorem 3.9(2),
we see that this means that U must be of the form

U = U I EB .. , EB U"',

i.e., a tensor product, and each (P satisfies Property A.
There are some problems which remain interesting despite the fact that

this is a special case of a well studied problem. It is natural, for example.
to consider the case where D, = K and \' i = II for all i = I, ..., m. What are
then the conditions on U (as in the above problems) so that it is a unicity
space for every JJ E .d? We have no answer at present, except in the
interesting case of Simultaneous Approximation. That is, where in addition
U i = U for each i = I, ... , m, and U E U. Here the conditions of Theorem 3.6
may be stated as follows.

There do not exist hi E L" (K, JJ). i = I , m, and u* E U\ {O} for which

(Il Ih, (x)1 = I for all XE K, i= I, , m

(2) hi lu*1 E C(K), i= I, ... , m

(3) SK (L~'~ 1 hi)u dJJ = 0 for all U E U.

If m is even, there obviously do exist such hi and u*. Just take h i= (-I V,
i= I, .... m, and let u* be arbitrarily chosen. Thus in the problem of
Simultaneous Approximation, U is never a unicity space for any JJ E.d if
m even. For m odd, the situation is not as simple. If

D= {u: u = (u• .... II) E U l

is not a unicity space, then neither is U. The converse does not seem to be
necessarily true. But U is a unicity space for all JJ E.d in the above problem
if and only if D is a unicity space for all JJ E .d. We state this formally.

PROPOSITION 9.1. Let U and Dhe as ahove, of odd dimension. Then U is
a unicity space in the ahore prohlem for all JJ E.c'1 if and only if Dis a /lnicity
space for C I (K, JJ) for all JJ E .d, i.e., sati.~fies Property A.

Proof We need only prove that if D is a unicity space for all JJ E .d,
then so is U. D satisfies Property A. That is, given any II E D\ {O} and
[K\Z(u)] = u:~ 1 Ai' and given any £,E {-I, I}, j= I, .... r, there exists a
v E D\\ {O} satisfying
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(a) v = 0 a.e. on Z(u)

(b) &j V ~ 0 on A j for all j.

Now assume that U is not a unicity space for some p* E .w. Then there
exist hi E LX (K, p*), i = I, ..., m, and u* E U\ {O} such that

(I) hi(x)I=1 forallxEK,i=I, ... ,m

(2) hi lu*1 E C(K)

(3) SK (L7~ I hJ u dp* =0 for all DE U.

From (I), (2), and since m is odd, it follows that on each component A j

of K\Z(u*), the function L;'~ I hi is a non-zero constant. Let Ej denote its
sign. By assumption there exists a v E U\ {O} such that

(a) v=Oa.e.onZ(u*)

(b) Elv~OonAj,all j.

Thus

L(~I hi) V dfl* > O.

This contradiction to (3) proves the proposition. I

10. A ( I ,Xi)

We assume that D is a compact Hausdorff set and C(D) the space of
continuous real-valued functions defined on D with the usual uniform
norm. We let Y = A( I,x) denote the normed linear space

Y = {f = (fl , ..., j~.) : II E C( D) }

with norm

m

Ilfll t = L 11.1; L·
i= 1

Thus the dual space y* is given by

y* = {fl = (fll' ... , Pm): fliE C*(D), i= I, ..., m}

with norm

Ilflllyo= max ilpillTY'
;= 1• ...• nl
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Similiar arguments to those used in obtaining Theorem 8.1 lead to this
next theorem.

THEOREM 10.1. Let U be an n-dimensional subspace ol Y. Then u* is
a best approximant to f Irom U if and only if for some k, 1~ k ~ n + 1,
there exist points {xn~ 1 ~~ I in D, positive numbers i. l , j = 1, ..., k, and
C;/E {-I, I}, j= 1, ... , k, i= 1, ..., m, such that

(1) L;'~ I L~~ I )'j sij U j (x!) = 0 all u E U

(2) sij ((/,- ui)(xf)) = III; - u;* II", j = 1, ..., k; i= 1, ... , 112.

The uniqueness problem is not a simple one, and the results we have are
partial. Proposition 8.3 holds in this setting since the proof thereof did not
use the strict convexity of the norm. One other partial result is a
consequence of this characterization.

PROPOSITION 10.2. II U is not a unicity space lor Y, then there exist
{Xj}:'~IED, L;E{-I, I}, i=I, ...,m, andau*EU\{O} such that

m

L s;u;*(x;)=O.
i= 1

Proof Assume U is not a unicity space. Let fEY and assume 0 and
U*EU\{O} are best approximants to ffrom U. Let {xn7~1 ~~I' {i./}~~1'

and {tiJ} 7~ J~ = 1 be as in Therem to.l. Thus

j= 1, ... , k; i= I, ... , 112,

and it also easily follows that

j= 1, ... , k; i= 1, ... , m.

Thus

for each j = 1, ..., k and i = 1, ... , m. Since

m m

L Ilfll,,=llflly=llf-u*lly= L Ilf-uj*II.",
i= I i= 1

we have

L tij uj*(x;) = O. I
i= t

64073 1-5
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If for each DE U\{OJ we cannot find XjE D, i= 1, ..., m, and E:jEi -1,1}
such that

'"L: DjUJ'I)=O,
i= I

then U is a umclty space for Y. In general the converse IS not valid.
However, the converse is valid if dim U = \.

EXAMPLE 1. dim U = 1.

PROPOSITION \ 0.3. If U = span {u *}, i.e., dim U = 1, then U is a unicity
space if and only if there do not exist points [xJ :'~ I in D, and f;j E { - \, \ },

i = \, ..., m, such that

L: E: j uj*(x j) = O.
i= I

(10.\ )

Proo/ One direction is contained in Proposition 10.2. Assume x, and
I: j , as above, exist satisfying (\ 0.\). Choose a constant c > 0 such that
c>31Iu j ll x ' i=\, ...,m. Set

f (x)=c, [c-lun,)-u,*(xJIJ.

It follows by inspection that

(10.2 )

Using Theorem 10.\, Eqs. (10.\) and (10.2) imply that 0 is a best
approximant to f from U.

Since c>31Iu,*II" we also have Dj((I-un(.,))~Ofor all xED. Now,
for any xED,

IU;- un(x)1 = ci (U;- unix))

=c-luj*(x)-ur(xj)I-DjUj*(X)

= I;, ((Ij - u,* )(x,))

= IU;-un(x,)I·

Thus

(10.3 )
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It now follows from (10.1) that u* is also a best approximant to f from
U. I

EXAMPLE 2. Tensor Product. If U = V I ED ... ED vm, then it follows by
definition that V is a unicity space for Y if and only if each Viis a Haar
space (unicity space for C( D)).

EXAMPLE 3. Simultaneous Approximation. Let 0 be an n-dimensional
subspace of C(D), and

U= [u= (u, ..., u): UE OJ.

We have the following simple result.

PROPOSITION lOA. For (j and 0 as ahove, V is not a unicity space for Y
if'm is even or V is not a Haar .\pace.

Prool Assume m is even. If n = I, we can apply Proposition 10.3. Let
x, = x be any point in D, and t: i = ( - I )', i = I, ..., m. Then L;'~ I f: i = 0 and
( 10.1 ) holds.

Assume n? 2. Then there exists a u* E U\\ (O} which vanishes at some
point of D. Thus span{u*} is not a Haar space in C(D). Let fE C(D) be
such that 0 and u* are best approximants to f from span (u* j. Set

f = U; -.I; f···, -fl·

Since 0 and u* are best approximants to f from span (u* },

Ilf - u*11 r = Ilfll}" = m Ilfll f •

For any u E V,

Ilf-ull r = L 11(-I)'+lf-uL·
i= I

Now

Ilf - ull " + II-f- ull , ? 2 Ilfll , ,

and since m is even, we obtain

Ilf - ull }? m II.lII"

for any u E V. Thus 0, u* are best approximants to f from V.
If 0 is not a Haar space, we apply Proposition 8.3. I
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The converse of Proposition 10.4 is not valid, at least in the case n = 1.
That is, it may be that m is odd and D is a Haar space, and yet U is, or
is not a unicity space. This follows from Proposition 10.3. For n = I, a
necessary and sufficient condition is given by the existence of points
{Xi };'~ I in D, and f:iE( -1, I} such that

III

I £iU*(Xi)=O,
i= I

(10.4 )

where U = span {u*}. Now D= span {u*} is a Haar space of dimension 1
if and only if u* does not vanish on its domain of definition. This condition
(and m odd) is insufficient to determine whether (10.4) will or will not
hold.

Proposition 10.4 should be contrasted with Proposition 8.4. It was rather
surprising to us that we were unable to prove a result as strong as
Proposition 8.4 in this weaker setting.

11. A(ex" I)

We let Y = A( 00, I) denote the Banach space

y = {f = (/1 , ... , f;,,) J ELI (D i' Vi), i = 1, ..., m}

with norm

Ilfll}=_max Ilf;lll=_max f Ifi(x)ldv,(x),
, ~ I . .... m 1- I. ,.. , m D

1

where the D i and Vi satisfy the conditions of Section 6. The dual space y*
may be identified with

Y* = {h = (h l' ... , 12",) : hiE L ; (D I' Vi)' i = 1, ..., m}

with norm

i= I

For convenience we assume that D = K c IR" is compact, K = int K, and
Vi =J1i E .s1.

THEOREM 11.1. Let U be an n-dimensional sub~pa('e of Y. Then u* is a
best approximant to f from U if and only if there exist k, 1:( k :(
min {m, n + 1}, distinct JI' ...,Jk E J, where
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positive numhers ), I' ... , ).b and hi, E L 'l_ (K, fl;,), satisfying

(1) Ih;,Cx)I=I,allxEK,i=I, ... ,k

(2) SK hi, (xHI;, - u;;l(x) dfl;, = III;, - u~III' i = 1, ..., k

(3) 2:7~ 1 A;J K hi, (x) u" (x) dfl;, (x) = 0 all U E U.

In the consideration of the unicity property we restrict ourselves to
continuous functions, see, e.g., Section 6, and let CY denote the restriction
of Y to f = (/\, ...Jm) with f, E C( K), i = 1, ..., m. Without this restriction we
easily obtain an analogue of Proposition 6.2. Two simple necessary (but
not sufficient) conditions for unicity are contained in this next proposition.

PROPOSITION 11.2. Let U he an n-dimensional suhspace of CY. Set

If, for some iE {I, ... , m}, P; U is not a unicity space for C 1 (K, fli) of
dimension n, then U is not a unicity space for C Y.

Proof If dim PI U < n for some i E {1, ..., m}, then we appeal to
Proposition 7.2. Assume P; U is not a unicity space for C\(K, fll) for some
iE{I, ...,m}. Let IEC(K), normalized so that Ilf;III=I, be such that
±u,* E P; U\ {O} are best approximants to I from P; U in the L 1(K, fli)
norm. Let f = (/1' ..., fm) where I, = 0 for j # i. Then for all UE U,
IIf-ulI,~II.{,-u;"I~IIIII,=1. For e small, such that IBI'lIu,*III~I,

jE {I, ... , m}\{i}, and IBI ~ 1, we obtain Ilf-eu*ll y= Ilf;-w,*111 = 1. Thus
U is not a unicity space. I

EXAMPLE 1. dim U= I. Let U=span{u*}. In this case the converse of
Proposition 11.2 is valid. That is, if for each i E {1, ..., m}, u;* # 0, and
span {un is a unicity space for C tlK, fI;), then U is a unicity space. To see
this, assume U is not a unicity space. Let f E CY be such that ±u* are best
approximants of f. Let i E { 1, ..., m} be such that Ilf,lll = Ilfll y. Then it is
easily checked that

for all letl ~ I. This in turn implies that

III II, = min Ilf; - O"u;* III'
"

Thus ± u;* are best approximants to I from span {u,"'}, which is a
contradiction.
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EXAMPLE 2. Tensor Product. From Proposition 11.2 (/11:?: 2), U cannot
be a unicity space.

EXAMPLE 3. Simultaneous Approximation. We assume that Ili = JI,
i = I, ... , /11, D is an n-dimensional subspace of C( K), and

U = {u = (u, ... , u) : u ED}.

PROPOSITION 11.3. For U and D as ahove, and n, m:?: 2, U is nol a
unicily space for CY.

Proof: Let

r I dJI = C > o.
. "

Since n:?: 2, there exists a u* E D\ {O} satisfying Ilu* II, :( c, Ilu* II , :( I, and

r u* dJI = O.
."

Set f = (fl, ..., ./~,)' where II = I, ./~ = - I, and ./; = 0, i:?: 3 (/11:?: 2). Thus
Ilfll} = ('. For U E U

IIf - ull}:?: max{ Ilfl - ull l , II./~ - ull,}

= maxI Ilfl -ulll' IIII + ull l ):?: IIIIIII = c.

Let CJ: E [ - 1, I]. Fori E { I, 2 ), si nce II u* II J. :( I,

11./; -CJ:u* II, = J' (I + (- 1 )i CJ:u*) dll = f 1 dll = c.

" "
For i:?: 3,

11/; - CJ:u*111 = Ilrxu*111 :( c.

Thus CJ:u* are best approximants to f from U for all CJ: E [ - 1, 1]. I

t2. A (:xl ,:xl ) (B( ex, ,x))

As in Section 8, D is a compact Hausdorff set and C( D) the space of
continuous real-valued functions defined on D with the usual uniform
norm. We let Y = A( W, ClJ) denote the normed linear space
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11f11 r= max IlfiL = max II (x)l·
i= 1•... ,"1 i= I..... m

\"E D

65

(13.1 )

Contained in this case is the B(x, ,x )-norm. This is a simpler case because
this can and should be reinterpreted as a space of real-valued rather than
vector-valued functions. As such it follows that U is a unicity space if and
only if it is a Haar space, in the above sense. This simply translates as
follows: U is a unicity space for Y if and only if for each U E U \ {O}, the
sum over i in {I, ..., m} of the numbers of zeros of u, is at most dim U - I.
It therefore follows that if U is a tensor product space, it is not a unicity
space, and that in the case of simultaneous approximation with m ~ 2 and
dim U ~ 2, U is not a unicity space.

PART B

13. THE B( p, q)- NORM: GENERAL RESULTS

The B( p, q )-norm is defined by

IlfIIB(p.41=(LCtllf;(.xWr" dV(X)YP,

where f = (/" ... , j,,,), p, q E [I,::JJ] (with the usual meaning if p =::JJ

and/or q =::JJ). If P = q, the A(p, q) and B( p, q) norms are identical. As
such we will not consider this case. For 1 < p, q <::JJ, the B( p, q )-norm is
strictly convex and every finite dimensional subspace is therefore a unicity
space. This leaves 6 general cases for consideration.

The general form of the dual space is similar to that in the A (p, q) case.
For 1~p< x, 1~q~Xc, we have B*(p, q)=B(p', q'), where l/p+ l/p'=
l/q + l/q' = 1. That is, we may identify the dual of B(p, q) as vectors

with norm

IlhIl B,P 'II =(L Ctl If, (X)j4,)Pi
4
' dV(X)) liP' (13.2 )

with the usual undestanding if p' = 'Xc and/or q' = CD. In these cases, it is
also possible to determine the extreme points of the unit ball of the dual
space of B( p, q), and if needed, we will do so.
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In the above paragraph, we did not mention the case where p =XJ. This
is a more difficult problem, but the determination of the dual and the iden
tification of the extreme points of the unit ball of the dual is a special case
of a result obtained by Singer, see, e.g., [33, II.lA]. For p = w we always
consider D as a compact Hausdorff set and restrict ourselves to IE C( D)
(rather than.F E LX (D)). The dual of B(x., q) (under the above assumptions)
may be identified with

Il = (fll' ... , flm),

where each fliE C*(D) (i.e., regular Borel measures). To find the norm of fl,
we set, for any Borel set B in D,

The norm on fl is given by

Ilflll TV(ql = sup I Ilfl(D;lllq"
i~ I

where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions of D into pairwise
disjoint Borel sets {DJ;~ I' The vector fl operates on f in the simple form

fl(f) = i f I(x) dfli (x).
i= 1 D

The extreme points of the unit ball of the dual space are the functionals of
the form

where fli* = at bx ' for some Q i* E IR, x* E D (where bx * represents point
evaluation (Dirac-Delta measure) at x*), and (a~, ..., a.':;) is an extreme
point of the unit ball in I;.

It is also possible to give a formula for r~IP' ql(f, g). If Y = I;, and
X = U(D, v) for 1~ p < w, while X = qD) for p =X then

r~(P·q)(f, g) = r: (lIf(x )11 y, <(f(x), g(x)))

(see Joffe and Levin [13, p. 41] for the case where 1~ p < OC, and [13,
Sect. 6] for the special case of X = q D)).
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14. B(l, q), I < q < CfJ
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Many of the results of this section are known. We include these results
for completeness and because we regard this work as at least partially a
survey. Let X be a norm on [Rm. We assume that for each fE Y,

f(x) = (/1 (x), ..., fm(x)), xED

the function Ilf(x)llx, as a function of x, is v-integrable over D. (For
convenience we assume that v is a-finite.) We set

Ilfll l = f Ilf(x)11 X dv(x).
D

With no additional assumptions we obtain (see, e.g., Rozema [31, p. 592J)
the following analogue of Theorem 3.4.

THEOREM 14.1. Let U he a finite dimensional suhspace of Y. Then u* is
a hest approximant to f from U if and only if

-f r:(f-u*,u)(x)dv(x):::;f Ilu(x)II.,dv(x) (14.1)
DZ(f-u·1 Z'(f u·)

for all u E U.

If X is smooth, then r + (f, g) = r _(f, g) for all f, g (f # 0), and the
common value is given by the unique norm one linear functional on X
attaining its norm on f, applied to g. As such, we have:

PROPOSITION 14.2. Assume X is smooth. Then u* is a hest approximant
to f from the finite dimensional suhspace U of Y if and only if

ItZlf- UO) ¢J(f- .011\)(U(X)) dv(x) I:::; tf+UO) 111f(x)11 x dv(x) (14.2)

for all U E U, where ¢J1f-uO)(x) is the unique norm one linear functional on X
attaining its norm at (f-u*)(x). Equivalently to (14.2), we have that there
exist, for each x E Z(f - u*), ¢Jx E x* of norm at most one such that

f ¢J1f _UO)(X)(u(x)) dv(x) +f ¢Jx(u(x)) dv(x) = 0 (14.3)
D Z(f - UO) Zlf- uOI

for all u E U.
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In the case under consideration, namely X= I:;', I < q <ex, (14.2)
translates into

II L7~IIU;-u,*)(x)lq ISgn((I-u,*)(X))Ui(X)dV(X)1

n Zlf .') (L';'~I IU;-un(x)I")I,,

(

fII ) I'q

~ I L lu; (x)I" dv(x)
Z(f .') i~ 1

( 14.4)

for all U E U. Equation (14.3) may be restated as follows: There exists for
each x E Z(f - u*), a vector (<p I (x), ... , <Pm (x)) satisfying

for all x E Z(f - u*) and such that .

+ L':lf

L
'" [j' IU;-u;*)(xlI" 1 sgn(U>u,*)(x))u,(X) i

'-'---'-------'--'------'------,-----,,-:=--..:.~----'---'-;-;-'--------'---- ( V( \" )
i~1 /)](f .'J (L7'~IIU;-ut)(x)I")I,1 .

<P; (x) U i (x) dV(X)] = 0
.'1

(14.5)

for all u E U. If the measure v is non-atomic, it is permissible to assume that

for all x E Z(f - u*). In what follows we always assume that v IS non
atomic.

We restrict ourselves, in general for convenience only, to

Y" = {f : f(x) = (II (x), ... , f" (X)), XED },

where 1< q <x, and

Ilfll )'q = LCt If; (X)I") l;q dv(x)

(that is, the functions f are such that (L:'~ I If; (x)I")';" E [ltD, v)) and v is
a non-atomic a-finite measure.

This next result, analogous to Theorem 3.5, is a special case of a result
of Rozema [31, Theorem 2.1].

THEOREM 14.3. Let U he a finite dimensional suhspace of' Y", a'here q
and v are as ahove. Then U is not a unicity space for Y",
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Proof Choose any U*E UfO:. Let hEL'(D, v) satisfy

(I)

(2)

Ih(x)1 = 1 all XE D

',m I' lun,,)[q I sgn(u,*(x)) Ui (x) h(x)
L ----'-----=------'---:---,-- dv (x) = 0

I ~ l' f) Zlu'l (L.'j'~ 1 lu,*(x)i<f) liq
all U E U.

Such an h exists because \' is non-atomic and a-finite.
Set f(x) = h(x) u*(x), i.e., I (x) = l1(x) U , (x) for i = 1, ..., m, xED. Thus

fE Y,/, Z(f) = Z(u*), sgn(I (x)) = h(x) sgn(un,)), and 1.1; (x)1 = lUi (x)1 for
all i= 1, ..., m, and XE D. From (2),

(14.6)
~ [ 1.1; (x,W I sgnU; (x)) U i (x) i
L I m. 'I hI' (v(x)=O
,= I' [) ZIf) (L F 1 1(, (.'\)1 )

for all U E U. Thus from (14.4) we have that 0 is a best approximant to f
from U.

For Icxl < 1, Z(f -cxu*) = Z(f), and

lUi - cxui*HxW 'sgn«(I - cxu,*Hx)) Ui (x)

(L.';'~ I IU; - cxun(x )1") 1'1'

1.1; (x)i<f I sgnU; (x)) U , (x)

(I7~ I 1.1; (xW(q

for each XED. Substituting f - cxu* in place of f in (14,6), we get from
(14.4) that cxu* is a best approximant to f from U for all Icxl ~ 1. I

As in previous sections, we restrict ourselves to D = Xc IR d
, compact,

satisfying X = int X, and measures liE .w. By C Yq we mean the restriction
of Yq to f=UI, ...,fm) such that fiEC(X), i=I, ...,m, There is a
dependence on f1 which is to be understood. Under these assumptions we
have analogues of Theorems 3,6 and 3.7. We list one after the other and
prove them simultaneously,

THEOREM 14.4. The finite dimensional suhspace U of CY'I is a WllClty

space i{ and only if there does not exist all hE L x (X, ILl alld a U * E U\ {O}
such that

all U E U.

(3 )

(I) Ih(x)I=1 allxEX

(2) h(x) ut(x) E C(X), i = I, ... , m

I
· L7~ I IU,*(X W, I sg,n(ut(x)) ui(x) h(x) i .1J,. (L'" lu*( "W),q' Cf1(.\)
A Z(u , J ~ I /.

~ tU'j Ctl lu, (x)i<f) liq d'l(x)
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Given U as above, we define

U* = {g: gE CY", g(x) = h(x) u(x), U E U, Ih(x)1 = 1, all x E K]

(analogous to the definition of U* in Theorem 3.7).

THEOREM 14.5 (Kroo [21, Theorem 1] ). The finite dimensional
subspace U of CY" is a unicity space for CY" il and only if 0 is not a best
approximant from U to any gE U*\{O}.

Proal of Theorems 14.4 and 14.5. (a) Assume that U is not a unicity
space. Let fECY", and U*EU\{O} be such that ±u* are best
approximants of f from U. For each x E K and i E { 1, ..., m}

and thus

Since

21/;(,\")1:( I(I - ur)(x)1 + I(I + ur)(x)1 ( 14.7)

(14.8 )

it follows that equality holds in (14.7) and (14.8) for all x E K and
iE{I, ,m}. As such (1 <q<XJ), for each xEK, either U;+u,*)(x)=O,
i = 1, , m, or there exists a constant c(x)? 0 such that

(I - ur )(x) = c(x)( (Ii + u,*)(x )),

i = I, ... , m. These two options translate into the existence of }'(x) satisfying
ly(x)1 :( 1, and

Ui*(X) = y(x) fi (x), X E K, i = 1, ..., m. (14.9 )

In particular, we obtain Z(f)£Z(u*) (which also follows from equality in
(14.7)). Since ur,f;EC(K) for each i, we also have that y is continuous on
K\Z(f).
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Set

g(x) = (sgn y(x)) u*(x).

From (14.9),

g(x) = (sgn ,,(x)) u*(x) = (sgn ,,(x)) i'(X) f(x) = h'(x)1 f(x).

71

Thus gECYq • From (14.9), i'(x)#O for xEK\Z(u*), Thus gEU* and
Z( g) = Z( u*), As is easily checked, for each x E K\Z(g) and i = 1, ... , m,

Igi (xW I sgn( gi (x))

CL:7~ I 1gi (XW)I/q

II (xli" I sgn(I (x))

(L:7~ I 1.1; (XW)Lq .

Since, by assumption, 0 is a best approximant to f from U, it now follows
from (14.4), for example, that 0 is a best approximant to g from U.

(b) Assume g E U* \ {o} and 0 is a best approximant to g from U.
Since gE U*\{O}, we have

g(x)=h(x)u*(x),

where (1) and (2) of Theorem 14.4 hold for this hand u*. Now
Z(g) = Z(u*) and for XE K\Z(g) and iE {I, ..., m}

IgJxW I sgn(gi(x))

CL~~ I Ig, (X)!q)Lq'

lu;*(x)i" I sgn(u;*(x)) h(x)

CL7~ I lut(XW)liq

Substituting this equality in (14.4) where we use the fact that 0 is a best
approximant to g from U, we obtain (3) of Theorem 14.4.

(c) Assume there exists an hELT(K,/l) and U*EU\{O} satisfying
(I), (2), and (3) as in Theorem 14.4. From the method of proof of
Theorem 14.3, we have that f(x) = h(x) u*(x) is such that exu* is a best
approximant to f from U for al1 lexl ~ 1. From (2), fE CYq (fE U*). Thus
U is not a unicity space for CYq .

The above (a), (b), and (c) prove Theorems 14.4 and. 14.5. I
The conditions of Theorems 14.4 and 14.5 are general1y difficult to verify.

Let us consider some simpler examples.

EXAMPLE 1. There is one simple case where U is a unicity space for
CYq for every qE(I, en) and jJ.E.<;/, and that is when K\Z(u) is connected
for every U E VI, {O}. Such a situation may wel1 occur if K is connected and
n ~ m. For then we may have Z(u) = 0 for every u E U\ {O} (in this regard,
see Section 16). If K\Z(u) is connected for every UE U\{O}, then U* = U
and an application of Theorem 14.5 easily proves the unicity property.
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EXAMPLE 2. dim V = 1. In this case where V = span {u*}, the conditions
(1), (2), and (3) of Theorem 14.4 reduce to the existence of hELf(K,j.d
satisfying

(I') Ih(x)1 = 1 all xEK

(2') h(x) unt) E C(K), i = 1, ..., m

(3') SK(L;'~llui*(xW)lqh(x)dp(x)=O.

EXAMPLE 3. Simultaneous Approximation. We assume that 0 IS an
n-dimensional subspace of C( K) and

U(u = (u, ... , u): UE OJ.

PROPOSITION 14.6. U is a unicity space for CYq it' and only if' 0 is a
unicity space .If)r C I (K, p).

We can prove this result using either Theorem 14.4 or 14.5. Note that
Theorem 14.5 essentially says that the unicity space property is checked by
verifying it on a set of "test functions," namely the functions in U*. All
functions in U* inherit from U the property that their m components are
all the same. But for all such functions, their Yq norm is just m lq times the
L I(K, p) norm of any component. Thus Proposition 14.6 holds.

EXAMPLE 4. Tensor Product. Assume U = U 1 EB ... EB VIII. As a partial
result we have the following.

PROPOSITION 14.7. It' u' is not a Ufl/clly space .If)f C II K, p) for some
jE {I, ... , m}, then V is not a unicity space for CYq .

Proo! Since U i is not a unicity space, there exists a ut E U i\ {O} and
an .I; E C(K) such that ± u,* are best approximants to .I; from U' in the
L'(K,p) norm. Set f=(O, ... ,O,.I;,O, ... ,O), and u*=(O, ... ,O,u/,O, ...,O).
Then U*EU\{O} and it is easily checked that ±u* are best CY"
approximants to f from U. I

As noted many times in this paper, conditions of the type found in
Theorems 14.4 and 14.5 are both difficult to verify and dependent on the
particular choice of the measure p E .w. As such it is natural to try to find
conditions on the subspace U which guarantee that it is a unicity space for
all p E .w. This condition we call Property A q •

DEFINITION. The finite dimensional subspace U of C Yq is said to satisfy
Property A q if given any g E U* \ {O} there exists a u* E U\ {O} satisfying
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(I) u*=O (Lebesgue) a.e. on Zig)

(2) L:'~llgi(XW lsgnl.~J'))u,*(x):?O for all XEK and it IS

strictly positive on a set of positive (Lebesgue) measure.

Remark. For other related definitions of Property Aq , see Section 3.

THEOREM 14.8 (Kroo [21, Theorems 2 and 3]). The finite dimensional
suhspace U of' C }"" is a unicity space for C Y'I for all measures J1 E ,r:I (f' and
only ill/ .I'{ltis/ies Property A'I'

Remark. Kroo in [21] proves the above result with any smooth strictly
convex space in place of I:;'. In fact, as noted by Kroo, one direction in the
proof uses the smoothness and the other direction the strict convexity.

Proof (<=) Assume U is not a unicity space for some J1 E.c/. From
Theorem 14,5 there exists agE U* {O} such that 0 is a best approximant
to g from U in the Yq Ud norm. Thus, from (14.4)

I
r L7~, Ig,(xW 1 sgn(g,(.~))UJ') d (x)1
'A ..... Igi (L7~ 1 Ig, (XW)1<1 J1

for all u E U. Let u* be as given by Property A q satisfying (I) and (2) in the
definition thereof. From (I),

From (ll,

This is a contradiction,
(=) Assume Property A'I does not hold. That is, there exists a

g E U*: 0) such that if l' E U satisfies

(I') l' = 0 (Lebesgue) a.e. on Z(g)

(2') L;'~ I Igi (xli" 1 sgn( g, (x)) v, (x):? 0 for all x E K,
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then equality holds identically in (2'). Since gE V*, we have g=hii for
some h satisfying Ih(x)1 = I all xEK, and iiE V\{O}.

Set

VI = \u: UE V, u=O a.e. on Zig)).

V 1 is a linear subspace of V of dimension k, I ~ k ~ n (since ii E VI)' Let

V - {I k)I - span U , ••• , U I·

From the above, if v E V, satisfies (2') then equality holds in (2'). Thus it
may be shown (see Pinkus [29, p. 61 ]) that there exists a measure fJ. E.W
(defined on K\Z(g)) such that

J
L;'~llgl(XW 'sgn(gi(x))u/(x)d =0

K)'lg) (L7'~ I Igi (xW)'q fJ.(x)

for all UE V,.
Let

V 2 = span{ Uk + " ... , u" J,

where V = span {u I, ... , u" ). Set

(
'" )1/"

'1t1u) =II lUi (x)I" dx
Zig) l~'

and

The subspace V 2 is "Iinearly independent over Z(g)." That is, if U E V 2

is such that U= 0 a.e. on ZIg), then U= 0 on all K. Now '12 (u) is a norm
on V 2 • From the above '11 (u) is also a norm on V 2 • Since V 2 is finite
dimensional, this implies the existence of a (' > 0 such that

for all UE V2 •

Let fJ. be as above, defined on K\Z(g), and fJ.(K\7(g)) = m. Let ji E.W be
defined to be equal to fJ. on K\Z(g) and to be me times Lebesgue measure
on Zig).
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Given U E U, we write U = u J + u2 where Uk E Uk' k = 1,2. Now,

I
,r L:7~,lgJx)l4-' sgn(gi(x))(U;(x)+u~(.x)) r I

' ' ("m I (_)lq)liq' p(x)
.,.. Z(gl "--j~1 g, X

= If L:7~ I Igi (.:~I q - I Sgn(;i1(;)) u~(.x) djl(X) I
KZlgi (L:i~llgJx)1 )

~ Lz(g) (~I lu~(.x)14 yq dp(x)

~ ml12 (u 2
)

~ cmtl, (u 2
)

(

m )I"q
=J L lu~(.x)14 dji(x)

Zig) i~ I

(
rn )"q

= tl
g

) i~1 lu, (xW d[i.(x).
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It therefore follows from (14.4) and Theorem 14.5 that U is not a unicity
space for CYq with respect to the measure [i. E .rd. I

We now turn to our three main examples to see conditions under which
they satisfy Property A q •

EXAMPLE I. dim U = I. It is easily seen that U = span {u*} satisfies
Property A q if and only if K\Z(u*) is connected.

EXAMPLE 2. Simultaneous Approximation. From Proposition 14.6 we
have that U satisfies Property Aq if and only if D satisfies Property A, i.e.,
D is a unicity space for C I (K, p) for all p E .rd.

EXAMPLE 3. Tensor Product. Assume U = U 1 EB ... EB urn.

PROPOSITION 14.9. U satisfies Property A q if and only if each of

U I, ... , Lr' satisfies Property A.

Proof (==» This follows from Proposition 14.7.
(=) Assume each of (/1, ... , urn satisfy Property A. Let gE U*,

g = ( g I' ... , g rn)' If g,;to 0, then gi E (U i )*. Thus there exists a lii E (Ui )* \ {O}
satisfying

(I') lii=O a.e. on Z(g,)

(2') g,lii~OonK

6407J 1-6
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(and since U i # 0, strict inequality holds in (2') on a set of positive
Lebesgue measure). Set u = (u I' ... , U ",). Then U E U , {O} and u satisfies (I l
and (2) in the definition of Property Aq . I

IS. B(p,I),I<p<iX

D is a set and v a positive a-finite measure. For 1 < p < ex, we let Yp

denote the set of functions f = <II' ...,I,,) with norm

(
" ('" )1' ) lipIlfll lr = L i~1 I.I~ (x)1 dv(x) .

As noted in Section 13, the dual space may be identified with B( p', if)).
That is, the set of h = (h" ..., h",). normed by

(" )I~
Ilhll lp = L[i ~~a~ '" Ih, (x)1 J" dv(x)

Characterization of best approximants is readily attained from any of the
various results and techniques at our disposal.

THEOREM 15.1. Let U be afinite dimensional subspace at' Yp • Then u* is
a best approximant to f from U it' and only il

I,tl LCtl IUi-ut)(x)l)" I sgn((I-ut)(x))Ui(X)dV(X))

~itILI/; IIrl(tIIUi-ut)(X)I)" 'lu;(x)ldv(x) (15.1)

for all U E U. Equivalently, we hatie that there exist hi ELf. (ZU~ - u7)),
i= 1, ..., m, satis/ring Ilh,ll, ~ I and

0= ,tl [tl/; 11,01 (tl !(f-ut)(X)I)" I
x sgn((j;- u,*)(x)) u,(x) dv(x)

+f .. (f 1(J~-u,*)(X)I)p-'hi(X)Ui(X)dV(X)J (15.2)ZI/, II,) i ~ I

for all DE U.
If, in addition, the measure v is non-atomic, then we may assume that in

(15.2) Ih;(x)1 = 1 for all x E Z<Ii - un and i = 1, ... , m.
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In what follows we assume that v is a non-atomic finite measure on D.
We can then state a simple elegant criteria for unicity.

THEORB1 15.2. Let U he a finite dimcnsional suhspacc of Y"
(I < P <x). Then U is a unicity space if and only if there does not exist a
u* E U\\{O} and h= (h" ..., h"J (E Y,,*) such that for all XE D

(I) Ih,(x)I=I,alli=I, ... ,m,

(21 L7~,hi(X)Un\')=O.

Proof (<=) Assume U is not a unicity space for Y". Let fEY" be such
that ±u* are best approximants to f from U for some u* E U\ {O}. Now

2 II (x)1 ~ IU, - u,* )(x)\ + [U; + u,* )(x)[

for each i and x which implies

nl '11 '11

2 L 1.I;(x)l~ L IU;-u,*)(x)l+ L I(I+ui*)(xll

(15.3 )

and thus

i= 1 i= I i= t

2 II fll lr ~ II f - u*Illr + II f +u*Ill r' (15.4 )

But equality must hold in (15.4). Since L"( D, v) is a strictly convex norm,
we have that

'1'1 111

L IU,-un(x)1 =c L 1(t;+ui*)(x)l, va.e.
i= I i= J

for some constant c ~ 0 (or the right-hand side is identically zero). But

lif - u*III'r = Ilf + u*lll r> O.

Thus c = I.
From equality in (15.3), we obtain

II (x)1 ~ ju,*(x)1 va.e.

for each i = I, ... , m. (Thus Z(I) <;; Z( un v a.e., i = I, ..., m.) As such, I' a.e.

nl nl

L I(f ± u,* )(x)1 = L sgn(t; (x))Ud un(x)
i = 1 i= 1

= L II (x)1 ± L sgn(t; (x)) ll,*(X).
i= 1 i= I
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Thus we get
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'"L sgn(fJx)) u,*(x) = 0 va.e.
i= 1

For each i, let hi E L X(D, v) be chosen such that Ih, (x)1 = 1 for all xED,
and hi(x)=sgnj;('x) on D\Z(f,), v a.e. Since Z(f,)sZ(u;*), v a.e., it
follows that we can choose h, so that (2) also holds.

(=» Assume there exist hand u* E V\: O} satisfying (I) and (2). Since
v is a non-atomic finite measure and V is a finite dimensional subspace
there exists an f, E LX (D, v) satisfying

(a) Il:(x)1 = 1 all XE D

(b) Jo (L7'~ I lu,*(x)l V I (L;'~ I h, (x) u, (x)) r,(x) dv(x) = 0 for all
DE u.
Set f = (fl , ... , j;,,) where

Ii (x) = c(x) hi (x) lu,*(x)l, xED, i = 1, ... , m.

For I~I < 1, we have from (2) and since If, (x)1 = lu,*(x)l,

Ifl In

L 'U;~~u,*(x)1 = L [lu,*(x)l- ~c(x) hj (x) u,*(x)]
,~l I~ I

In 111

= L lu,*(x)1 - ~c(x) L h, (x) u/(x)
,~I I~ I

'"
= L lu,*(x)l.

I~ I

In addition,

sgn(U; - ~u,* )(x)) = e(x) hi (x)

on D\Z(u,*).
Substituting in (15.2), where the h, (x) therein is taken to be the

£(x) hi (x) as above, it follows that ~D* is a best Yp approximant to f from
U for every I~I ~ 1. I

Remark. Conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 15.2 are independent of
p E (1, CJ)) and the particular measure v. This is not surprising. The lack of
unicity is a consequence of the 1';' norm and not the LP(D, v) norm. A
reading of the proof shows that this result can be proved for more general
norms rather than LP(D, v). Note also that if m = 1 there is, of course,
nothing to prove as Yp is then U(D, v).
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In the case of simultaneous approximation, it is easily seen from
Theorem 15.2 that U is a unicity space if and only if m is odd.

If we restrict our attention to the set of continuous functions and consider
the unicity problem restricted to this set (as we have done in previous
sections), then the conditions for a unicity space become more complicated.
However, such conditions can be given.

Finally we note that in place of the Y" norm as defined herein, we could
have considered the norm

(,(m )" )1/"Ilfll Ypl") = t i~1 Wi (x) Ifi (x)1 dv(x) ,

where the Wi are some suitable positive functions (weights). In this case
Theorem 15.2 holds, but condition (2) thereof is replaced by

(2') I h i (x)W i (X)lI i*(X)=O
{= I

for all XE D. Obviously U is a unicity space in the Y,,(w) norm for every
such w if for each u E U, on a set of positive v measure, the cardinality of
the set

{i: lI i (x)#O}

is exactly I. Whether this condition is also necessary in order that U be a
unicity space in the Y" (w) norm for alI w seems to depend on a more
explicit definition of the admissible w.

16. B(x, q), 1<q<x

We let D be a compact Hausdoff space and C(D) denote the space of
continuous real-valued functions defined on D. We set

f( x) = (/1 (x), ... , I" (x)),

where each fiE C(D). We norm f by

Ilfll y=max Ilf(x)llx,
'\:E n

where X is any norm on IR"'. In this section we review results first obtained
by Zuhovitsky and Stechkin [36]. Firstly, however, we present a
characterization of best approximants (based on results to be found in
Singer [33]).
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THEOREM 16.1. Let U he an n-dimensional suh.\pace of Y. Then u* is a
hest approximant to f from U if and only iffor some k, I ~ k ~ n + I, there
exist points {xi})~1 in D, positive numhers {l'])~I' and extremal points
{hj})~1 of the unit hal ()lX*, such that

(I) L)~IL;"~li,h:u,(xil=O,alluEU

(2) L;'~ I h: U; -u,* )(x i ) = II(f - u* )(xj)11 x = Ilf - u*11 t', j= I, ... , k.

Remark. If X = I;;', 1 < q < ex, then

hi = I(I - u,* )(x,)I'/ I sgn((I -u,* )(x,))
, II(f-u*)(x,)II~ I

for each i and j. In this case w~ can substitute this h: in (I ), deleting the
denominator, and replace (2) by

j= I, ... , k.

In what follows we need the following notation. We recall that

Z(g)= {x: g(x)=O}.

By jZ(g)! we mean the cardinality of the set Z(g), I.e., the number of
distinct zeros of g(x) (in D).

Assuming X is strictly convex, we have the following generalization of
Haar's Theorem (Theorem 3.3).

THEOREM 16.2. Assume X is a strictly convex norm on IR"'. The
n-dimensional suh.\pace U ol Y is a unicity .\pace il and only il

(a) IZ(u)1 </lim/I)r a/l UE U\{O]

(b) if k = [nlm], then for every choice ()l x I' ... , X k (distinct) in D, and
C( I, ... , C(k E IR"', there exists a u E U satislving u(x) = C(i, j = I, ..., k.

Remark. It is to be understood that if n < m, then (b) is empty.

Remark. A "special case" of this theorem where m =XJ is Theorem 7.3.

Proof (=) If (a) does not hold, then there exists a u* E U .{O} and
x I' ... , Xk (distinct points in D) with k ~ nlm, such that

Set

u*(.\) = 0, j= I, ... , k.
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Note that V is a subspace of lR"'k. Furthermore, since u*l, =0, we have

dim V ~ !l - I < mk,

i.e., V does /lot span lR",k.
Now assume /l ~ m and (b) does not hold. Then there exist points

Xl • ... , X., k= [!lim], such that

does 1Iot span lR"'k.
Thus in both cases we have that the V as above does not span lR",k.

Given any norm on ~"'k there will therefore exist some non-zero vector
with the zero vector as a best approximant to it from V. As such there
exists an hE lR"'k {O}. which for convenience we write as

such that

min. max Ilh(.\) - u(.\)II, = . max Ilh(·\)II"
UEI'I~I. ... k ,~I. .... k

where we understand that

h(x, ) = (hI (x,), ..., h",(.\)).

Normalize h so that

max Ilh(x,)11 x = I.
,~ I .... k

(16.1 )

( 16.2)

Construct gEY. I.e., g(x)=(gt(x)..... g"'(X)).giEC(D). i=I ..... m. such
that

g(X, ) = h(x,). j= I, ..., k.

and II g(x) II x ~ I for all xED, i.e.• Ilg II } = I. Such a construction is possible.
We now choose u* E U\{Oj satisfying u*(x,) = O. j= I, .... k. If (a) holds,

then its existence is guaranteed by definition. If /l ~ m and (b) holds. then
since dim V < mk ~ 11 = dim U, there must also exist such a u*. We
normalize u* so that Ilu*lI} = I.

Set

fix) = g(x)[ I -llu*(x)11 x].
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Note that fE Y. Since 0,,:;; l-llu*(xlllx":;; 1 and

f(x;l = g(x) = h(x,l, j= I, ... , k, (16.3 )

we have IIfll y = 1.
For any UE U we have from (16.1l, (16.2), and (16.3),

Ilf - ull)' ~ max II(f - u)(.x)II x,= I ..... k

= max II(h-u)(xjlllx
j~ I ..... k

~ max II h (x)11 x
j~ I. ... k

=1.

Furthermore, for lal ,,:;; 1 and each xED,

II(f-au*)(xlllx":;; Ilf(xlllx+ Ixlllu*(xlllx

= Ilg(xlllx [1 -lIu*(xlllxJ + lalllu*(xlllx

,,:;; [1 -llu*(xlllxJ + lalllu*(xlll,

Thus
Ilf-au*11 y":;; I,

and xu* is a best approximant to f from U for all lal ,,:;; 1. U is not a unicity
space for Y.

(<:= l We present, for variety, two different proofs of this direction. We
assume that (a) and (b) holds.

(I l Assume U is not a unicity space for Y. Let fEY, II fll y = I, and
u* EU\ {O} be such that ±u* are best approximants to f from U. Set

J= {x: Ilf(xlll,= Ilfll y= II·

For any XEJ,

2I1f(x)llx= II(f-u*)(xlllx+ II(f+u*)(x)lIx.

Since X is strictly convex, this implies that for each such x,

u*(xl=O.

Since J is not empty, this immediately implies, if n":;; m, that (a l does not
hold. Thus we may now assume that n > m.
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If J contains k ~ n/m points, then (a) does not hold. As such we assume
that {x I' ... , Xk} = J, and 1~ k < n/m. Now there exist vectors d I, ... , d k

E IR'"
and £0> 0, such that

Ilf(x)-edillx< Ilf(.\)llt= I, j= I, ..., k,

for all 0 < e~ £0' Since (b) holds, there exists a UE V satisfying

j= I, ..., k.

By continuity, there is an open neighborhood of each xi such that

II(f-eu)(x)llx< 1

on this neighborhood for each e E (0, eo). On the closed (compact)
complement of this finite union of neighborhoods,

Ilf(xlllx< I-r,

for some r, > O. Thus for c> 0, sufficiently small,

II(f-£u)(x)llx< 1

for all xED. That is,

which contradicts our assumption that 0 is a best approximant to f.

(II) As above, we assume that V is not a unicity space for Y, fEY,
and ±u* E V\ {O} are best approximants to f from U.

We let J be as defined, i.e.,

J= {x: Ilf(x)llx= Ilfll d·

Since 0 is a best approximant to f from V, we have from Theorem 16.1 the
existence of {x l' ... , x k } s J, 1~ k ~ n + 1, positive numbers Pi }~~ I' and
extremal points {hJ~~, of the unit ball of X*, such that (1) and (2) of
Theorem 16.1 hold. As in (I), we may assume that 1~ k < n/m (for
otherwise we contradict (all. From (b), there exists a UE V satisfying

U(xi ) = hi, j= I, ...,k.

Substituting u in (I) of Theorem 16.1, we get

J.:. m

L I )'i (111)2 = o.
1= 1 i= 1
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But since )./ > 0 and the hi are not identically zero, we obtain a
contradiction. I

Remark. If X is not a strictly convex norm on IR'" then the second part
of the proof of Theorem 16.2 need not hold. However, the first part does
not depend on this fact. In other words, if U is a unicity space, we must
have (a) and (b), where Xis any norm on IR"'.

Remark. If n/m is an integer, then (a) and (b) are equivalent. This easily
follows from the fact that for k = n/m, both (a) and (b) are equivalent to
the fact that the V in the proof of Theorem 16.2 spans lR"'k.

We now consider our standard three examples.

EXAMPLE I. dim U = I. In this case where V = span {u*} we have that
the unicity space property is equivalent to Z(u*) = 0. That is, for each
XED there exists a j E { I, ... , m} such that u,*(x) "" O.

EXAMPLE 2. Tensor Product. Assume V = Vi EEl ... EB V"'. Let k = [n/m].
Thus n = km + r, where 0 ~ r < m.

PROPOSITION 16.3. V, as ahove, is a unicity space for Y fl and only il r
ol the V I, ... , V'" are Haar spaces oj' dimension k + 1, and m - r of the
U I, ... , l./'" are Haar spaces oj'dimension k.

Proof It is easily seen that (a) and (b) hold for V if and only if for each
i E { I, ... , m},

(a') IZ(ui)1 <n/m for all UfE Vi\{O}

(b ' ) if k = [n/m], then for every choice of x I' ... , Xk (distinct) in D,
and ex;, ..., ex; E IR, there exists au, E U i satisfying Ui (XI) ='X:, .i = 1, ... , k.

If r=O, i.e., n=km, then (a') and (b') are equivalent. For (a') to hold
it is necessary that each V' be a subspace of dimension at most k, and if
U i is a subspace of dimension k, then it must be a Haar space. Since
n = L:;'~ I dim V', the above implies that each VI must be a Haar space of
dimension k. And in the opposite direction, if each Vi is a Haar space of
dimension k, then (a') and (b') hold.

Assume 1~r<m. For (a ' ) to hold, it is necessary that each Vi be a
subspace of dimension at most k + 1, and if Vi is a subspace of dimension
k + 1, then it must be a Haar space. For (b') to hold, it is necessary that
each U f be a subspace of dimension at least k, and if Vi is a subspace of
dimension k, then it must be a Haar space. These facts together imply that
each VI is a Haar space of dimension k or k + 1. Furthermore, if this is the
case, then (a ' ) and (b') necessarily hold. I
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EXAMPLE 3. Simultaneous Approximation. Let D be an n-dimensional
subspace of C( D), and

U = {u = (u, ..., u) : u E OJ.

Assume m ~ 2 and n ~ 2. Then U cannot be a unicity space for Y. This
follows from the fact that (a) cannot hold. That is, there exists a liED (O)
with at least n - I zeros in D. Thus IZ(u)1 ~ n - I ~ n/m.

17. B(p, 'x), l<p<CXJ

For convenience, we let D be a compact Hausdorff set, and C(D) the
space of continuous real-valued functions defined on D. We set

f(x) = (fl (x), ..., f:,,(x)),

where each /; E C( D), and define the norm YI' on this space by

(' [ J" )1"Ilfll lp= t ,~~.a~m II (x)1 dv(x) ,

where \' is some finite, positive measure. In this section we assume
I < p < x. Concerning best approximation in this norm, very little is
known. We do have, as a consequence of Theorem 2.3:

PROPOSITION 17.1. Let U he a linear suhspaCl' oj" YI" Thm u* is a hest
approximant to f from U ij" and only it"

, [ J" It i~~.a~ '" IU: - 11,* )(x)1

x max [sgn(U; - 11,* )(x)) IIi (x)J dv(x) ~ 0
jE Alx)

for all U E U, where

A(x)={j:IUj-ut)(x)l= max IU,-lIt)(x)I}.
i= L. ,m

The space B( p,x) has a similar form to the space A (p, ex). As a
parallel to Proposition 8.2 we have:

PROPOSITION 17.2. Let U he a finite dimensional SUh.\pOl'e oj" YI"
l<p<x. AsslIme that for each UEU\{O} there exists some xEDj<I/'
ll-hich U i (x) of 0, i = I, ... , m. Then U is a unicit)' space j<)r YI"
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Proof Assume U is not a unicity space. Let fEY and u* E U (O} be
such that ±u* are best approximants to f from U. Now since

II fll rl' = II f ± u *IIII"

it follows from the strict convexity of the U-norm that

max IfJx)1 = max IU:-u;*)(x)1 = max IU;+u;*)(x)i
i=I ..... m i=l._ .. ,m ;0=1, .... ",

for all xED. Let

J(x) = {j: Ifi (x)1 = . max If: (x)I}·
/= I, ".,"1

For JEJ(X), we have ut(x)=O. Thus for each xED there exists a j
(depending on x) such that u/(x)=O. A contradiction. I

One immediate application of the above proposition is the fact that in
the problem of Simultaneous Approximation, every U is a unicity space
for Yp '

If U = span {u*}, i.e., dim U = I, then the condition given in the above
Proposition 17.2 is both necessary and sufficient. This is not difficult to
prove. Assume that given each XED there exists an i (dependent on x)
such that u,*(x)=O. Normalize u* so that lu;*(x)1 ~ 1/2 for all i= I, ... , m
and xED. Set I (x) = I -lund, i = I, ..., m. Thus, by assumption,

max If; (x)1 = I
i= 1, ... ,/t!

for all XED. It now follows that :x u* are best approximants to f from U
for all l:xl ~ l.

Unfortunately, while the condition given in Proposition 17.2 is sufficient
to ensure that U is a unicity space, it is not necessary. As an example, let
D be any connected set, and

where ul(x)=(I, I, I), and u2(x)=(1,0, -I). (That is, each component of
ul(x) and u2(x) is a constant function.) U does not satisfy the condition
given in Proposition 17.2. Now, if U is not a unicity space then there exists
an f and u* E U\ {O} as in the proof of Proposition 17.2. By the argument
therein, for each xED, ut(x) = 0 for some j E { I, 2, 3 }. However, U is of
such a form that in this case u,*(x) = 0 for all xED, and u,*(x) # 0 for i # j
and every xED. Since u,*(x)=O for all {EJ(X) where

J(x) = {j: If; (x)1 = .max II (x)I),
I =::0 1.2. J
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it follows that Ifj (x) I > If~ (x)l, i =F j, and all XED. Since D is connected,
we have in addition that fj is of one strict sign on all of D. Thus, for some
C, sufficiently small, and of the sign of .fj,

for each p E [1 ,x:]. Thus U is a unicity space.

18. B(I, x;)

We assume that D is a compact Hausdorff space and C(D) the space of
continuous real-valued functions defined on D. We set

f(x) = (fl (x), ... , fm (x)),

where fiE C(D), i= 1, ..., m. We define the norm Yon this space by

where fJ. is some finite, positive measure. There is very little known about
this space. As an application of Theorem 14.1, we have:

PROPOSITION 18.1. Let U be a finite dimensional subspace of Y. Then u*
is a best approximant to f from U if and only if

-f [max sgn(Cfj-ut)(x,))uj(x)] dfJ.(x)
DZlf -u·) jEA(x)

:( f Ilu(x)11 x dfJ.(x)
Z(f- u·1

for all u E U, where

A(x)={j:IU;-ut)(x)I=. max IU;-ui*)(x)l}
1= I •... ,m

and

llu(x)llx = max lUI (x)l·
i= I . .... Ifl

Unfortunately little seems to be known about characterizing umclty
spaces in this norm. We can show, paralleling one half of Theorem 14.5,
that if U is a unicity space for Y, then 0 cannot be a best approximant from
U to any g E U* \ {O}. However, there is no reason to suppose that the
converse is valid, and as such the result loses much of its relevence.
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19. B(x, 1)

We assume that D is a compact Hausdorff space and C(D) the space of
continuous real-valued functions defined on D. We set

f(x)= Udx), ... ,/;,,(x)),

where f E C( D), i = I, ... , m. We define the norm Y on this space by

III

Ilfllr=max L 1.1: (x)l·
\' E f) i = I

As an application of Theorem 16.1, we have the following characterization
of best approximants.

THEOREM 19.1. Let U be an n-dimensional subspace of Y. Then u* is a
best approximant to f from U if and only ilIor some k, 1 ;s; k ;S; n + I, there
exist positive numbers {A}}~~ \' I:j,E {-I, I}, i= I, ... , m; j= I, ... , k, and
points {x,}~ ~ 1 in A, lvhere

{ Ill}A = x: j~1 IU;-un(x)1 = Ilf-u*11 y ,

satisfj'ing

(I) 1:1/ = sgn( U; - un(·\)) if U; - ut )(xj ) '10

(2) L:~~ 1 L::'~ 1 I., I:lj U i (.\) = 0

f()r all u E U.

From the Remark immediately after Theorem 16.2, we have that if U is
a unicity space for Y, then (a) and (b) of Theorem 16.2 must hold. From
this fact it follows, as in Example 3 of Section 16, that in the problem of
Simultaneous Approximation for m ~ 2, n ~ 2, U is not a unicity space for
Y. However, conditions (a) and (b) are not in general sufficient to
guarantee that U be a unicity space. This we note as a consequence of this
next result.

PROPOSITION 19.2. If U is not a un/city space, then there exists a
u* E U\{O}, x* E D, and GjE {-I, I}, i= I, ... , m, such that

m

I GI u,*(x*) = O.
i= I

(19.1)
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Furthermore if dim U = I (U = span {u*}), then the existence of such an x*
and {£,} implies that lJ is not a unicity space.

Prool Assume U is not a unicity space. Let fEY and u* E U\. {O 1be
such that ± u* are best approximants to f from U. A simple calculation
shows that if

Ilfll r = I II (x*)1
i= I

then

2 If, (x*)1 = I(f - u,* )(x* II + I(f + u,* )(x*11

for i:= I, ..., m, and

m

Ilf±u*II)·= I l(f±un(x*)I·
i= 1

From (19.2),

( 19.21

i= I, ... ,m.

Set £, = sgnU~ (x*)) if I, (x*) #- O. If f, (x*) = 0, then u~(x*)= 0 and £i may
be arbitrarily chosen in { -1, 1}. Now

t" tn

I £,f,(x*)= I IfJx*)I=ll f ll y=llf±u*llr
(=--I i= I

nl 01

= I IU~±Ui*)(X*)I= I £'(I±u,*)(x*)
1= 1 i= 1

m /11

= I £J, (x*) ± L t:, u~(x*).

Thus

i= I i= 1

1/1

I I;, U,*(x*) = O.
i= 1

It remains to prove the latter half of the proposition. Assume
U = span {u*}, and (19.1) holds. Set

Ii (x) = £, [c -Iui*(x) - ui*(x*)I],
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where c> 3 II U i II I for all i (see the proof of Proposition 10.3). Note that for
any XE D

If (x)1 ~ Ifi (x*)1 = c,

for each i = I, ... , m. Thus

m

IIflly=L: Ifdx*)I(=mc).
1= I

Applying Theorem 19.1 with k = 1 (condition (2) therein is given by
(19.1)), we have that 0 is a best approximant to f from U. Now
<;tCri-Un(X)~O for each XED and i=I, ...,m since c>3\\u,II,.
Furthermore,

~C-C,Ui*(X*)

= I;,l, (x*) - I;i u,*(x*)

= l(f~ - u7 )(x* )1·

Thus,

m

Ilf-u*lly= I ICJ;-u,*)(x*)I= L: I:,(f-u,*)(x*)
i= 1

m

i= 1

i= I i= I

and u* is also a best approximant to f. I
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